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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 1384

METAIWGRAPHY OF ALUMINUM AND ITS ALLOYS

USE OF ELECTROLYTIC FOLISHINC%

By P. A. Jacquet

suMMARY

This report has the purpose of:
(1) l?wmishing bibliographic references of work done during the last

3 years regarding the physical chemistry of aluminum and its slloys, using
electrolytically polished surfaces.

(2) Presenting some data on modern micrographic techniques (prepara-
tion of specimens, anodic oxidation, etch figures) which elso are based
on electrolytic polishing.

(3) Describing the use of an automatic apparatus for electro&tic
polishing, suitable for obtaining micrographic specimens of aluminum and
all its alloys, of homogeneous or polyphase structure.

The whole constitutes a report of purely practical character which
should permit the metallographer of metals and light alloys to choose the
technique most appropriate to his purpose. The information contained in
our report on electrolytic polishing (published 1948 at Editions Me”taux
“Le polissage ~lectrolytique des surfaces m~talliques et ses applications,
Tane 1. Aluminium, Magn6sium, Alliages l$gers”) is assumed to be known.

INTRODUCTION

The technical developments of light and ultralight alloys require
more and more the use of precise and rapid control methods. Laboratory
studies for the perfection of new materials possessing interesting quali-

ties also are based on examination procedures which include, in particular,
ordinary and electron micrography. w this last case, the quality of

the photomicrographs obtained is of primary importance; however, the speed

*“M~tallographie de l’aluminium,et de ses alliages. Emploi du polissage
41ectrolytique .“ Office National d’Etudes et de Recherches A&onautiques,
Publication No. 51, 1952.
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in preparation of the specimens is not to be overlooked because it per-
mits both a reduction in subordinate personnel and an increase in the
researchers’ output .

The almost exclusive use of electrolfiic polishing in micrography
which has replaced the formerly used mechanical procedure has, in a gen-
eral manner, achieved a considerable improvement of metallography. Its
value is even greater for aluminum and its alloys, in view of the diffi-
culties of a correct mechsm.ical polishing which are well known to the
specialists.

The complete reduction of superficial irregularities ad the improve-
ment in quality of the swfaces prepared with the methods of electrolytic
polishing have, moreover, led to entirely new possibilities which widen
the employment range of the microscope. Thus, micrography is no longer
limited to routine observation of grain shape and size or to detection
of the different phases that might be present.

The films of oxides, the etch figures, the microhardness, the phase
contrast, the interferences, the actual developments of which are due to
a large extent to electrolytic polishing, give us the means to study in
detail structure and texture of light materials in various states, and to
investigate the mechanisms of the fundamental processes such as cold
plastic deformation, fatigue, creep, crystallization, aging, etc.

In order to profit from these new methods, the metallographer must
familiarize htielf with the technique of electrolytic polishing which
depends more on chemistry than on his specialty. Thus, it may happen
that the preparation of spectiens tight be entrusted to employees who
are not always well aware of the result to be obtained and might lack,
as well, the means and the time for adapting a polishing technique to a
determined aim.

On the other hand, the @provements and methods of realization pub-
lished in the world literature do not always become known to the men who
could derive an immediate profit from or be sttiulated by them.

The object of the present report is to remedy these difficulties as
far as possible, that is, to offer to metallurgic laboratories specialized
in metals and light alloys the most recent data on the composition, the
procedures, and the practical results of modern electrolytic polishing
baths.

We have already treated the methods of electrolytic polishing appli-
cable to comnon metallic materials in a previous report. Another report
contained a general review of all scientific applications. Aside from the
fact that both are now no longer up to date, the magnitude of the subject
forbade a entering into the details of which the experimentator, however,
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has the greatest need. One will find here the elements for closing these
gaps. Of course we assume as known (and consequently shall not take into
account) the historically oldest polishing procedures as described in our
aforementioned report. Nevertheless we shall make an exception regarding
certain techniques to the extent to which they have served as a basis for
notably improved results.

Oux report will be divided into three parts. In the first, we give
the complete list of bibliographic references concerning metallographic
studies which have, at whatever stage, reqtired employment of electro-
lytic polishing. All these references apply to reports published later
than 1947 and thus do not appear in the general report mentioned above.
They have been arrsmged according to the composition of the electrolytes
used in the polishing when the authors specify them.

The second part describes several general micrographic techniques
including, besides polishing proper, the methods of smodic oxidation, of
etch figwes, and of thinning specimens for exsmina.tions by X-rays and
electron microscope.

The third part presents an unpublished experimental study on electro-
lytic polishing with the aid of an entirely automatic apparatus which cuts
the time for preparation of micrographic
its light alloys extremely short.

FIRST PART

specimens of aluminum and all

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF METKLLOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS OF ELECTROLYTIC

FOLISHING OF ALUMINUM AND ITS ALLOYS

The references to all studies made from the end of 1947 to the end
of 1950 are presented in the form of tables which contain the composition
of the electrolyte, the particular application considered, the author,
the title, and the bibliographic reference to the report.

The classification is based on the different types of electrolytes
actually utilized. In this connection one will note that, with very few
exceptions , all French reports have the polishing take place in perchloric-
acid - acetic-anhydride baths. In contrast, the foreign authors show a
marked reluctance to make use of these mixtures and give perference to
electrolytes where the perchloric acid is thoroughly diluted in an organic
solvent (type of a De Sy-Haemers mixture) or absent. It is, in this case,
replaced by nitric acid (type of the Waisman mixture), by phosphoric acid,
or by fluoboric acid; these last two cases correspond to solutions used
at the very beginning for polishing on an industrial scale.
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The reputation of their dangerous character is the only cause for the
fact that the mixtures of perchloric acid in the acetic anhydride have met
with so little favor abroad, particularly in the Anglo-Saxon countries.
This reputation dates from the spectacular explosion of an industrial tank
at Los Angeles in 1947. Although the origin of that accident is not well
known and later investigations have demonstrated the harmlessness of the
acetic-perchloric mixtures used in the laboratories, of course on condi-
tion of a minimum of precaution, the distrust of a great number of metallo-
graphers could not be overcome. Thus , it came about that at English Uni-
versities perchloric-acid - acetic-anhydride baths are formally prohibited.

The nature of the polishing electrolytes may have a strong influence
on the quality of the polish and, most of all , on the properties of the
surfaces obtained. In fact, for certain types of mixtures, the polishing
is accompanied by anodic oxidation. Furthermore , it is probable that the
significance of this oxidation depends more or less on the conditions
(temperature, density of the current) of the electrolysis. Thus it becomes
difficult to predict a priori the chemical characteristics of the aluminum
surface obtained. These characteristics do not apply, in general, for
ordinary microscopy, that is, for the case where one is satisfied with
observing the specimen under the optical microscope without subjecting
it to other manipulations. On the other hand, special techniques, for
instance that of etch figures, the obtainment of oxide replicas for elec-
tronic micrography (see p. 46), and especially the preparation of the
test specimens destined for studies on plastic cold deformation, creep,
fatigue, the electrochemical properties, etc., require the absence of any
oxide film of notable thickness (larger than that of natural oxidation by

air, that is ), at the most of the order from 20 to 50 fi .

In the actual state of the techniques for electrolytic polishing,
the composition - perchloric acid (one part) and acetic anhydride (two
parts) which corresponds to a standard anhydride medium - seems to be
the only one which can give with simple precautions surfaces of aluminum
on which the diffraction of electrons does not reveal the presence of
alumina.

The misju@nent of the true chemical nature of the surfaces of
aluminum polished electrolytically is likely to cause false interpretations
of the results of certain studies undertaken on these surfaces. Regarding
this matter, one will read with interest the study of G. R. Wilms (1) who
confirms and specifies the cause of abnormal phenomena described by
R. Maddin (2) - a cause that had already been suspected by several pre-
vious experimentators (discussion (3) of reference 2).

We shall have occasion to come back later on to these very impor-
tant particulars (see p. 47). For the time being, one will have to keep
in mind that any serious study involving surfaces of aluminum or of alloys

o
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rich in aluminum, polished electrolytically, must necessarily contain an
exact description of the conditions of this polishing and proof that the
observations are not falsified by superficial impurities.

~ 0FS2CENTMZTMLCGSAPEICAPPLICA!ITONSOF ELEXROLYTIC

FOLISRINGOF ALU!41NU4AND ?JE5ALLOYS

~tiiCUkT applicationintended References

1. Electrolytetyps
perchloricacid

A. Perchlorlcacid-
ecetlcenhydride
(Jacquets,
electrolyte)

Preparationof testSWCIU.SUS
for studyof tbeanistropy
createdby abrasionstriae

Farmn, J.: SW 1‘anisotmpie,opt,ique
sur.erficielledes BUIf.3CeS reflechismntes
st;ie%s,C.R., 224,1947,p. 1>103.

Perchloricecid-
aceticanhydride
(Jacqtv?tB,
electrolyte)

Preparationof m.rfacesfor
studyof the opticproperties
of filmsof e.luninwnobtainedbJ
by ~odic oxldatton

Huter,K., and Caugler,A.: W. optiscbe
Umtersuchvngenan Eeck-Schichtauf alumi-
nlum,Fxperientia,3, no 7, 1947,p. 277.

Percbloricacid -
aceticallhydride
(JacquetB,
electrolyte)

Chemical.9nlBtropyof crystah,
plasticdeformation,struc-
turalimperfections

hCODlb, P., and PeauJwd,L. The appli-
cationof etchfi~es 0. purealuminum
to the studyof sort-smicrographicproblerm,
J Inst.of Metals,74, Sept 1947,p. 1.

Perchloricacid-
aceticanh.ydride
(Jacquets,
electrolyte)

M1crouqhy of duminuu crystals
and of theirboundaries

bcombe, P., Peau-jnrd,L., andY-qui B, N.:
Sub-boundarySJW5bOIJllChTy.StrUCtUresin
U@ PuitY alminm, Conferenceon
Strengthof solids,Bristol1947

Perchlorlcacid-
aceticanhydridE
(Jacq”etm8
electrolyte)

Polishingarrangementfor lim-
itingtheeffectsof etching
on the surfaces

Farran,J.: llnploi$Vuneanodetournante
dank?1, POliSSW!,electrolytimed. Cd et
de 1’ ~, M~~ux et COrroslOn,23, Jaw.
1948,p 9.

Perchloricacid-
aceticanh.ydride
(Jacquets’
electrolyte)

Intergranulardissolutionof
aluminum

Yannaqul.s,N , end Lacombe,P. Influencede
1‘orientationdes contour,,degrainsde
l,altitiumde h.autepureteSur lelu-
attaqllep- 1 w.tidechlorthydrique,
C.R., 226,9 &’. 1949,p. 498.

Perchloricacid-
metic enhydrlde
(Jacquets,
electrolyte)

Iacomk, P., ~d y-qtis , N.. 1A cm.ro-
S1O.I“tercri.tallinede 1,aluminiumde
kautipuretAet ,es con8<quence.au suJet
de,lFImaturede. Jointsde graine, Rev
MgA1lur&ie,45,=s-B=ll 19b8,p. 68;
MetAuxet Corrosion,22,mrs 1947,p. 35

Perchloricacid-
aceticanhydride
(Jacquete,
electrolyte)

Differencesbetweenthe bound-
ariesof Ereinsand thoseor
twincrystalsfromthe view-
po.ntcd-ru5i0”and of .C,’dl.
attack

Chaudron,G., Iaco.be,P., andY-wI., N .
Sur le canporteu.mtde,Jointsde SI-air,.q..
toursd. P,OC,,SUEde f~ion de 1,alumimium
tr& pur,C R., 226,26, awil 19118,
p. 1,372.

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacq.etsS
electrolyte)

Preparationof surfacesfor
studyof I-llDmIn caseof
enodicoxidation

E.her,K : Porevolumeof electrolybicelly
producedprotectiveccatingBon aluminum,
J- of CO1lOidScience,3, Jtin1948,
p. 197.

GuiniertA , and Iacombe,P.: L,+,atpoly-
goni.ed. crist+alm$’tallique,Metauxet
Corro.ion,23, sept.1948,p. 21z.

Perchlori.acid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquets8
electrolyte)

MicroscopicandX-ray~tudyof
the polygonizationof alum.i-
nm crystals

Perchloricacid -
aceticUbydride
(Jacqtmt,8
electrolyte)

Structuraldifferencesbetween
the film of anodtcoxidatlo”
formedon aluminumand cm zinc

11.ber,K.: Structureet Croi,sancedes
pelliculesanodique,mu- 1,almnititmet
le zinc,COllOqueIntern.sw le.r&c-
tiormds.ns1‘etatsolid,PIU-iB,oct.1948.

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(JacquetsS
electrolyte)

Microsraphyof Al-Pm811OYB Lapnbe, P.,and Pergbezan,A.: Miseen
evidencedSimperfectionsde structurede
groscristauxde solutlonBolideAl-En
a. court!& leurdu-clflsementstructural,
c.R., 226,28, Ju.in1940,p. 2,152.

Perchloricacid -
.sCetlcardtydride
(Jacq.ets,
electrolyte)

Effectof electrolyticpolishing
on themeasurementsof micro-
hardness

Mouflard,M.: Etudecritique,desinsuresde
dv.retiet de mlcroduret;,MetaIIxet Ccn_ro-
.ion,23, IIOV.1948,p. 2k5.

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquets‘
electrolyte)

Preparationof surfacesfor study
of thediffracticmof electrons
of tbemetaland the film in
naturaloxidation

Fkaetber,E.: Ia structureet ;SO@ation des
surfacesd’alwrdtiumpolieaelectrolytique-
mmt, C.R., W, 1948,p. 1,247.
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compositionof
the electrolyte ParticularapplicationIntermled References

Preparationof test epecwne
for studyof phy6icalchemi-
cal processes(oxidationin
air, corrosionby oils,action
of hot gases)

Q.rathmey,A. T., Iaidheiser,E., Jr., md
Pmith,G. Pe&o: NACA Tech.Note no 1,460,
Jtin1948.

A. Percbloricacid -
aceticanbydride
(Jacquets’
electroltie)

Cry8tal10graphicstudyof mrall
isolatedcryat-sls

Iaccmbe,R, and Eerghezen,A.: SW 1‘exis-
tencede petit?crietauxisol<s&u= le6
monocristauxuetalllquesde recri6talli0a-
tionet leurrelatio?d‘orientation,C.R.,
=8, @@, P. 93. 14stauxet Corrosion,
24, Janv.1949,P. 1.

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquets‘
electrolyte)

Perchloricacid -
aceticmhydride
(Jacquets’
electroln )

Micrographicstudy Iacode , :., and Eerghezan,A.: Imfluence
de la repartition&s imperfectionsde
structuredes crietauxde solutionsolide
ti-Cusur le mode de precipitationde
la ptaseS’, C.R., 229, 1949,p. 365.

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquets‘
electrOl* )

Illustrationof intra,gmrmlar
boundaries

Iaccmbe,P., and Eerghezan,A.. Relation
entre1‘existenced‘imperfectionsde
structure‘&s cristauxuniquesd‘alumitium
per et d‘alliagesA1-Znet le processus
de recristallisation,Physic*,xv, avril
1949,p. 161.

L.4cmh, P., and &rghezan,A.: .dlcune
recentiapplicazionidellslucidatura
electtroliticaall’esam micrographic
dellesoluzionisolldeA1-Zn,e A1-Cu,
fihnninio,18, no 4, 1949,p. 365.

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquet.’
electrolyte)

Evolutionof the micrographic
structure1. the courseof
hardeningby tempering

Ferchloricacid -
acet=canhydride
(Jacquets’
electrolyte)

Generalreporton the proper-
tiesof electrolytically
poli~hedaluminumsurfaces

Chmdron, G., and Iacmrbe,P. New studies
of the preparationof the surfaceof
aluminum. Symposium0. techniquesof
mstellurgicalexamination,J. Inst.Metals,
Birmir@am,mars 1949.

Perchloricac,d -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquets’
electrolyte)

Enplojmnt of thinand col-
oredfilmsof aluminwnfor
the studyof the structures
of solidification,recrystal-
lization,and deformationof
aluminum

Iacombe,P., and Mouflard,M.. Les appli-
cation de la micrograpbieen couleurs6
1,exemende,1‘alwniniumet & sea alliages,
Journe’esMetallursiqueede la S.F.M , 1949.

Jacquesson,R., and laurent,P.: Les
renseigneuentsre18tifsL 1‘&tat cristillin
d.est61esfourniespar den essaiade tor-
sionsal.terdes,Rev.M.+allurgie,46,
fefv. 1949,p. 89

Perchlo.lcacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquets’
electrolyte)

Preparationof testspecimens
for the studyof the evolu-
tionof the superficial
structurein the courseof
the fatigueof sheetmetals
in alternatetorsion

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquets’
electrolyte)

Preparationof surfacesbefore
anodicoxidation

Euber,R.: Structureet croissancedes
pellicules=odiques am Al et .Zn,Sun.
SOC.chfm.Fhnce, no 3-4,1949,P D 183

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquets‘
electrolyte)

~e~at ionsof specimeu before
fonrationof the oxidelayer
servingas replicafor micro-
graphicstudyof precipitation
by tempering,by meansof the
electronmicroscope

Criataing,R.: Recherchesau microscope
Llectroniquesur le6pr6’cipitat10n5dam
lea e.lliagesd’alminiwm,C.R., 228, 1949,
p 1,341.

Castaing,R., and Guimier,A.: Sux les
im.asesau mlCrOE.cOPe~lectroniq”edes
alliagesfi-cudurci., c R., 228, 1949,
p. 2,035.

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquets’
electrolyte)

~eparationsof specimensbefore
formationof the oxidelayer
servingas replicafor micrO-
~.phic studYof precipitation
by tempe.ings,by meensof the
electronmicroscope

Preparatio~of specimme before
formationof the oxidelayer
servicgas replicafor micrO-
5.PMC studyof precipitation
by tempering,by meansof the
electronmicroscope

C.astairug,R ,,andGuinier,A.: Etudeau
microscopeelectroniquedu tieillieseuent
des alliagesA1-Mg-Si,C.R., 229, 19b9,
p. 1,146.

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquet8’
electrolyte)

Preparationsof specimensbefore
forrcation of the oxidelayer
servingas replicaformicro-
graphicstudyof precipitation
by tempering,by meansof the
electronmicrofico~

Castaing,R.: Recberchesau microscope
ilectroniquesw le vieillisserrentdes
alliagesle’gers,SOC.Franc.M6tallurgie,
s&nce 21 *C 1349.

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquets’
electrolm )

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacqusts‘
electrolyte)

COmpariBOnof aluminumsurfaces
polishedmechanicallyand elec-
trolyticallyfromthe view-
pointof reactionwithuerc.-
rous chloride

Bologne~i,G.: Iiireazionedi Superficie
tra alluninioe clorcrouecurico,AlluminiO,
18, sept.-oct.1949 p. 493.
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compositionof
the electrolyte Particularapplicationintended References

Chaudron,G., ~COIUb, P., and YOuSOV, G.:
Nouvelledi’terminationen 1‘absence
d‘oxyg&e du pote?tiel& dissolutionde
1‘aludntmn poll electrolyt.iquement,
C.R., 229, 1949,p. .231.

2eauJard,L.: Nouvelles&.bodes de pr(-
parattondes criatavxd‘Al et leum!appli-
cationsk 1‘&u& udcros~opiq~ et
cristallogaphiqucde 1‘etat metallique,
Fubl.Sc. et Tech. du Minist&e de 1‘Atr
no 235,1949,P. 57.

Lacombe,P.: Ies diff;rentesimperfections
de 8tructuxesda criBtauxr&-e.lllqueaet
leura coma;quences,Jotu’n&Bme&llur-
giqum S.F.M.Oct. 1949.

A. Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquets‘
electrolyte)

Te.9tarrangementand remd.tsobtained
in measuring- protectedfrom
air - the solutionpotentialof
aluminumpoliebedelectrolytically
in the absenceof air

Perchloricacid -
aceticanbydride
(Jacquets’
electrolyte)

Microscopicand X-ray EtUdyof &ltruc-
turalimperfectionaof large
cry8tala

Percbloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquets’
electrolyte)

Micrographyof the boundaries
of polygmlization

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydl+de
(Jacquetfi’
electrolyte)

FTeparatlonof test specimew
for microscopicand X-ray
studyof the changesin sur-
face 6tructureof alvnunmn
duringcreep

Wood,W. A., and Rachinger,W. A.: Tne
meCbaniOmof defortrmtionin mtals with
specialreferenceto creep,J. Inst.
Met-de,76,1949,P. 237.

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(JacquetB‘
electrolyte)

preparationof test specimens
for microscopicand x-ray
studyor the changesin sur-
face structureof aluminum
duringcreep

Wilms, G. R., and Wood,W. A.: Mechanism
of creep in metals,J. Inst.Metals,avril
1949,p.643.

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquets’
electrolyte)

preparationof test specimens
for microscopicand X-ray
studyof the changesin sur-
face structureof aluminum
duri~ creep

Wood,W. A., and Scrutton,R. F : Mechanism
of primarycreepin metals,J Inst.Metals,
77,1950,P 423.

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquets’
electrolyte)

Influenceof electrolytic
polishingcm the speedof
corrosionunder stress

Perrynmn,E C. W., and ~dden, S. E.:
Stress - Corrosionof A1-Ng7 percent
alloy,J. Inst.Metals,77,1950,
p. 207.

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydrlde
(Jacqueta
electrolyte)

Influenceof electrolytic
polishingon the potential
of the alloy understress

Gilbert,P T , and ~dden, S. E.: A theory
of the mechenismof Btress-corroeionin
A1-Mg7 percentalloy,J. Inst.Metals,
77,~950>P 237.

Perchloricacid -
ecetictiydride
(Jacquets’
electrolyte)

preparationof the surfacesof
alumtnumalloysfor replicas
of anod,c ox,dat~on

Ca?taing,R . Recherchesau microscope
electroniquesw le vieillissementden
alliagesl&ers, la RechercheAe’ronautique,
no 15, ~anv.-fbv 1950,p 3

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquets’
electrolyte)

Freparaticmof surfacesbefore
the atbck

Jacqueason,R , andt.i%nec,J . Figuresde
corrosionpar attaqu~anodiq.e,c.R., 230,
1950,P 959.Journeesd’AutoraaeS F.M.
1950

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquets’
electrolyte)

Preparationof test specimeno
for fatiguetests

Jacquefison,R., Laurent,P., and Manec,J.:
Remarquessw le comportment particulier
d‘un grain cri~tallind,aluminium> la
d.4’fomr.ationu&enique, Me”tauxet Corrosion,
25, mars 1950,p. 61.

Perchloricacid -
aceticanbydride
(Jacquets’
electrolyte)

Preparationof test spectiens
for fatiguetests

Laurent,P. H. ABpectBpwt.iculiersde
gliasementsprodultsclansdes cri~taux
d,alwniniwnrecuit,par &s efforts
altern&!,Journe’esd‘AutomneS.F.M. 1950.

Perchlortcacid -
aceticanhydride
(Jacquets‘
electrolyte)

Micrognpbic examinationof
test specbnens

Cruesard,C., and Wyon, G.: Modification
de structurede 1,aluroiniumen cows &
fluage,Jour&s drAutomneS.F.M.1950.

Perchloricacid -
aceticanhyd.ride
(Jacquets‘
electrolyte)

PoliBhinsof singlecrystal
beforedefomtlon and of
sectionsafter defomtfon

Jacqueaaon,R., and Manec,J.. Etude
metallographtquede la fomtion d‘U
texturede lw+mge ; partir.3,un mono-
cristal,JovrneesdvAutomneS.F.M.1950.

Perchloticacid -
aceticEnhydride
(Jacquets’
electrolyte)

Preparationof mu-facessub-
Jectedto the microhardness
teet

Roth-Meyer,E.: Etude de la rmcroduret~
des monocristauxau moven du microficler-
Qr&re Girschtg,Journ~et!d‘AutomneS.F.M.
1950,C.R.,231,1950,P. 906.

Ealfav, H.: Sur le polissage~lectrOlyti-
que et 1SOxydationanodique,Jour&ea
d’AutomneS.F.M.1950.

Perchloricacid -
aceticamhydride
(Jacquets‘
electrolyte)

Studyof surfaceswtth electron
diffraction.Refiultsnot cora-
pletelyin agreementwith those
of H. Raether
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Compositionof
the electrolyte Particularapplicationintended References

A. Perchloricacid -
acetic anhydride
(Jacquets’
electrolyte)

Thlnnlngof Al-Mg alloy specimens
for taking X-ray diagrams
(fiemonstratlonof ,nternal
stresses). Preparationof sur-
faces for micrographyand for
mercury attach

Jacqu&,, P. A,, and Weill, A. R.: Sur la
fiss~ation d‘un alliagealuminimn-
Ua@esiUr au COntact du mercure,Rev. de
1‘Alum.initnn,no 172,cEc. 1950,p. 442,
no 173,Janv. 1951,p. 4.

Cloh(1part) -

acetic anhydrlae
(6 parts)

Micrographicdemonstrationof
the markingsof plastic
deformat,.n. (Afterpollshms,
etc. WILY: FF (4parts) -
NOjH (1 pdrt), glycerin (3parts)

Bs.nerjee,B R.: A study of strainmarkings
in aluminum,J. of Metals, sept. 1950,
p. 1,126.

Gaugler, A . Erfahrumgenbeim Glanzen
von Al.nach den Verfabren,Conuo Frive’e,
de’c. 1947.

B Perchlorlcacid -
acetic acid
(lOO cm3 CH5 C02H -

30 cd CIOkH of

70-72 percent)

Preparationof test specimens
for studiesof corrosmn and
anodic oxidation

Walton, M. B., Middleton,B F., and
Mott> B W. Electrolyticpolishingof
aluminum alloys,R A E Report
no M.E.T. 9, Jtin 1946.

C Perchlorlcacid
(1 part), ethyl
alcohol (4 parts)

Descriptionof the techniqueof
polishingfor micrographic
investlgatlonof light alloys
(withCU, CU-Ni,Mg-Zn-Mn,Cl,
etc.)

Perchlorlcacid Descriptionof the pollshing
(1 part), ethyl method applicableto all
alcohol (4 parts) alununumalloys except those

containingmore than 2-percent
sillcon

De Sy, A. L., and Raemers. Rapid electro-
polish and etch, Metal Progress,53,
mars 1948,p 368.

Perchlorlcacld Micrographicinvestigationby
(1 part), ethyl electrolyticpollshingand
alcohol (4parts) etch figureson aluminum

Bowles,J. S., and Boas,W . The effect of
crystal arrangementon “secondary”
recrystallizationin metals, J Inst
Metals, 74,1948,p 501.

Perchlorlcacid Polishingof alumlnumin order
(1 part), ethyl to take replicasof r0ug3 sur-
alcohol (b parts) faces which ha.? afterwards

been anodicallyoxidized

Nutting, J., and Cosslett,V. E.: A replica
techniquefor the examinationof fracture
surfacewith the electronmicroscope,
Symposiumin Metallurgicalapplicationsof
the electronmicroscope,Londres,nov, 1949.

Perchloricacid Micrographicdeterminationof
(1 part), ethyl the volubilityof tin m
alcohol (4 parts) altmunum

Sully, A. E , Hardy, H. K , and Heal T. J
The almnum - tin phase diagrmnand the
characteristicsof Al alloys Contalnmg tln
as an alloyingelement,J Inst Metals,
nov 1949,p 269.

Barrington,R H The effect of single
additionsmetals on the recrystallization,
electricalconductivityand rupture strength
of pure aluminum,Tnans. Amer. Soc Metals,
41, 1949, p. 4Lj

Perchloricacid Micrographicexernirmtionof
(1 part), ethyl aluminumcontainingsllght
alcohol (4 parts) proportionsof anotherelement

(M, Cl, Cr, C“, Fe, Mg, Mn, N,,
Si, Ti, Zr)

Perchloricacid Study - by means of electron
(1 part), ethyl microscope- of the slip lines
alcohol (5part.) formed on test specimensof

ultra-purityalurrmnumdeformed
between -1800and +500°C

Brown, A. F Elementaryslip processesin
aluminumas shown by the electrond cro-
scope, Symposiumon metallurgicalapplica-
tions of the electronmicroscope,Londres,
nov. 1949.Brown, A F Fine structure
of slip zones, Nature, 163,18juin 1949,
p. 961.

60-percentperch]or,. Micrographicexanunationof

ac~d (50 cm3) - specimensof aged solid

alcohol (200 cm~) solutionA1-Zn

Perryn!an,E. C. W., and Blade, J C.: Rela-
tionshipbetween the agimg ad stress-
corrosionpropertiesof A1-Zn alloys,
J. InsL. Metals, ml 1950,p. 263

R&ether, H . La stru~turedes surfaces
d‘altuniniumpolies electrolytiquementet
leur oxydation,M6taux et Corrosion,
25,Janv 1950,p. 1.

D Perchloricacid Study of polished surfaces,
(15 cmj) - methyl with electronicdiffraction

alcohol (85 cm3) (aluminumdiagr2m)

60-percentperchloric PreparatlOnof surfacesfor
acid (2 parts), methyl oxide replicasintendedfor
alcohol (8 parts) examinationby means of

electronmicroscope

CommunicationPriv<e de Geach (Research
laboratoryof AssociatedElectrical
Industries- Ltd, Angleterre) Voir
aussi G. L Bucknelland G. A. Geach,
Nature, 164, 6 aoiit1949, p. 231.

60-Percentperchlorlc Electronicmicrographsof the
acid (2 parts),methyl aging of Al-Cu alloys
alcohol (8 parts)

Bucknell,G L , and Geach, G. A . Obser-
vation on the age hardeningprocess in
an aluminum-copperalloy, Symposiumon
metallurgicalapplicationsof the elec-
tron microscope,Iandres,nov. 1949.
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FartlculU applicationintended
Compositionof
the electrolfie

II. Electrolytesof pho6-
phoric acid type

A. Fhcmphoricacid - PolifihiMof aluninumand
ethyl alcohol (400 light alloys rich in AR for
P04H5, d = 1.75, micrographicexamination. The

Iarke, L. W., and Wicks, E. B.: A method
for the electrolflicpolishingand
etchingof scme Al-.@ alloys connr.erclnl
purity aluminumand pure magnesium,
Metallurgic41, Janv. 1950, p. 172.
R.A.E. TechnicalNote no M.E.T. 106.

380;lcohol - 200 water) method causeaproductionof m
aluminumfilm

Phosphoricacid - Surfacepreparationof fatigue-
ethyl alcohol (400 test specimensin A1-Mg 811OYB
FOLH3, d = 1.75, for Btudyingthe evolutionof

380 alcohol - 203 water) the micrographicstructure

Forsyth,P. J. E.: Sane Et.allographic
observationsrelatingto the fatigue of
rcetalB,R.A.E Report M.E.T. 54, .luin
1950.

(40-percentFOkH5 -

50-percentalcohol -
10-percentglycerin)

The aluminumlayer produced
during the polisblngdoee not
allow observationof the Blip
linefi

Wilms, G. R.: Note on the use of electro
poli~tingin the metallographicstudy of
p;astic deformation,J. Inst. Metals, 76,
fev. 1950, p. 629.

B. Phosphoricacid -
carbitol(monoethyl
ether of diethylamino
ethanol)

Phosphoricacid -
carbitol- hydrofluoric
acid (exactcomposition
not indicated)

(85-percentPOLH5

70 percent - carhitol
26.5 percent - H20
2.5 percent - FH
1 percent)

Micrographicexaminationof hot
or cold rolled aluminumsub-
Jected to creep

M.&hode utilis~eau NationalPhysical
Laboratorypar D. McLean et ses collabo-
rateurs (Natur~,165,14WUIV. 1950,
P. 70);(JO~ees d’AutcmneS F M. 1950.)

Marchand,G.: Discussiondu me’moirede
K. Little, G. V. Raynor, and W. Hum-
Rothery, (J. Inst. Metals, 191+7,p. 83),
J. Inst.Metals, aoiit1947,p. 747.

Micrographicdetectionof the
G phase and of Mn A16 in the

2.52-percentMn alloy

Surface preparationfor the
productionof aluminumfilm
servingfor determinationof
orientations Oxidationis
ce.rried out in the same bath,
under conditionsdifferent
from the polishingconditions

Hone, A , and Pearson,E. C. Grain
orientationi“ aluminumrevealedby
~Odic fib, Metals Progress,53, MI-S
1948, p 363

(85-percentPObIi5

53 percent - carbitol
20 percent - ~0

26 percent - FH 1 per.
Cent)

(85-percentP04H3

53percent - carbitol
20 percent - +0

26percent - FH 1 per-
cent)

(85-percentFObH3

53 percent - carbitol
20 percent - ~0

26percent - FH 1 per-
cent)

(85-percentF04H5

53 percent - carbitol
20 percent - H20
26 percent - FE
1 percent)

Distilledwater
1,012cm3 -
OXaliC acid 72g -
AnhYdrousboric
acid 128g - 85-per-
cent orthophosphoric
8Cid 808m13- carbi-
tol 1,660 m3 -
48-percentfluoric
acid 320au3

C. Phosphoricacid -
sulphuricacid -
(P04H515percent -
H@O~ 70 percent -
water 15 percent)

Phosphoricacid -
sulphuricacid -
(P04H315 percent -

I&04 70percent -

water 15 percent)

Micrographicstudy of the
growth of gra=ns by means of
8110dic-Oxidationfilms obtained
in the polishingbath under
changed conditions

Sperry, P. R.: Method for studyinggrain
boundarymtgrationof altinmn, J of
Metals, Janv. 1950,P. 103

Micrographicstudy of the
growth of grains by means of
anOdic-Oxi&ationfilms obtained
in the polishi~ bath under
changedconditions

&ck, P. A., and Sperry, P R.: Two types
of grain boundarymigrationin high-purlty
alumtntun,J of Metals, mars 1950,
p 468 A.

Micrographicstudy of the
growth of grains by meam of
anodic-oxidationfiW obtained
In the polishingbath under
changed conditions

Beck, P. A , Sperry,P. R., and Hu, Hsun:
The orientationdependenceof the rate
of grain boundarymigration,J Applied
Physics,21, mai 1950,p.42o.

Micrographicstudy of the growth
of grainsby me- of anodic-
oxititionfilms obtainedin
the polishingbath under changed
conditions

Beck, P. A., and Sperry,P. R : Strain
inducedgrain boundaryndgrationin high
purity,aluminum,J. Applied Physics,
21, fev. 1950,p. 150.

POllShiW and .9110diC 0Xid8ti0n
for studyingthe shape of grains,
the plastic defomtion, and the
recrystallizationof alumtnurn

Hone, A , and Pear.eon,E. C.: A new anodtc
film method for 6tudyingorientationin
aluminum,Metal Progre6fi,58,nov. 1950,
p. 713.

Herenguel,J.: G6n6ralit& sur les textures
d‘orientationprdfdrentielles,Rev. M&tal-
lurgle,45,dec. 1948,p. 505.

Micrographyof commercial
aluminum

Micrograpw of cmmrerclal
alti ntuo

Eerenguel,J.: Andyee dSune texturede
solidificationdu type basaltique,Rev.
M&.llurgie, 46,ml 1Y49,p. 309.
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Particularapplicationintended
Compositionof
the electrolfle

C. Phosphoricacid -
mlphuric acid -
(F04H315 percent -

H@04 70 percent -

water 15 percent)

References

Herenguel,J., and Segond,R.: iMploi de
1‘oxydationanodiquepour 1r&x3e de
1‘homog~neitedes solutionssolidefiAl_Mg,
Rev. Metallurgic,46,Juin 1949,p. 377.

Micrographyof A1-Mg alloys

Phosphoricacid -
sulphuricacid -
(F04H3 15 percent -

H@04 70 percent -

water 15 percent)

Phosphoricacid -
su.lphuricacid -
(FO~H515 percent -

13@04 70 percent -

water 15 percent)

Micrographyfor perfecting
light alloys susceptibleto
electrolyticpolishing

Herenguel,J., and Segond,R.: Alliages
legers speciauxpour le polissageelectrO-
lytique,Rev. .41wrdnium,no 148, oct. lg48,
p. 306.

Herengule,J , and Scheidecker,M.: M<thode
d‘<tude des g~mulations visible~; la
surface des metaux soumis i des d&ormf -
tions plastiques,Rev Mitallurgie,46,
aott 1949,p. 537.

Micrographyof strained
99.5-per.ental~n~

Eerenguel,J., and Iacombe,P : Analysepar
umcrographieet par rayonsX d‘me
nouvelle texturebasaltique de solidifica-
tion de lingot d’aluminium,C.R., 228,
1949, p. 846.

Phosphoricacid -
sulphuricacid -
(F04H315 percent -

H@04 70 percent -

water 15 percent)

Micrographyof 99.>-percent
cast altinum

Micrographyof 99.5-percent
cast aluminum

Herenguel,J.: An81yse d‘vne texturede
fiolidificationdu type basaltique,Rev
Mi’tallurgie,46,ml 1949,P. 309.

Phosphoricacid -
sulphuricacid -
(F04H315 percent -

+S04 70 percent -

water 15 percent)

Phosphoricacid -
sulphuricacid -
(FOhH315 percent -

FL#04 70 percent -

water 15 percent)

Micrographyof 99.5-percent
cast aluminum

Herengue1, J.: Etude micrographique&s
textures de solidification& 1‘aluminium
de tit~e 99.5 per,cent(lkxtured‘h;te’ro-
g6’ne’ite), Rev. Metallurgic,47, J8nv.
1950, p. 29.

Saulnier,A.: Le udcroscopeje’iectronlque
et son applicationi la Etallurgie, Rev.
Aluninium,nov. 1949,p. 355.

D. Phosphoricacid -
ChTOIUiC acid (CGTlpO-
sition not specified)

Preparationof surfacesbefore
aodic oxidationfor replica

(PD4H3,d = 1.5,

1,670Cd cro3

.540g)

Preparationof surfacesfor
study with electronic
diffraction

Raether, H.. Ia structuredes surfaces
d‘alwniniumpolies &lectrolytiquementet
leur oxyde.tion,M&aux et Corrosion,
25,JmV. 1950,P I

lb.Jima, S.. Polissage[lectrolytiquede
1‘alu!ninium,Metal~ (Japan),17,1947,
no4.

E. Phosphoricacid
(l,COO m3) - .Odlum
hydroxide (log) -
agar-agar (lOg)

Induftrial polishingof alund-
mm and its alloys except
with s=lumin

Phosphoricacid
(1,000cm3) - sochum
hydroxide (log) -
agar-agar (10g)

III. Nitric acid - alcohol
typ electrolytes

Nitric acid (1 part)
Methyl alcohol
(2 parts)

Industrialpolishingof alumi-
mm and its alloys except
with silmnin

Tqjima, S.: Studies on the electrolytic
polishing,Japan ScienceRev. 1, 1949,
no 3.

Descriptionof polishing
method for micrographyof Al
and its alloys (electrolfie
used in the Buehler-Waisman
electropolisher)

Waisman, J. L.. Metallographicelectro.
poli6hing,Metal ProgreBs,51, avril
1947, p. 606.

Nitric acid (1 part)
Methyl alcohol
(2 parts)

Micrographicdeterminationof
grain size in A1-Mn alloys of
small mwnganesecontent

Eeck, P A., Holzworth,M L., and Sperry,
P R.: Effect of a dispersedphase on
grain growth in Al-Mn alloys,Metals
Technology,sept. 1948.

Nitric acid (1 part)
Methyl alcohol
(2 parts)

Micrographicdetectionof pre-
cipitationtraces in the alloy
with 2 percentnragne8iwn
content

Demer, L. J., and &ck, P. A.. Effect of
COMPOSitiOUOn gain growth in A14.lgsolid
solutions,Metals !rechnology,juin 1948.

Nitric acid (1 part)
Methyl alcohol
(2 parts) (the bath
inducesan anodic
oxidation)

Preparationof surfacesfor
study of plastic deformation
by means of electrondiffrac-
tion and of the electron
microscope

Heidenreich,R. D., and Shockley,W.:
Study of slip in alumlnumcrystalby
electron diffraction~thods, Conference
on strengthof solids,BriBtOl1947.

I
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Composition of
the electrolyte

Nitric acid (1 part)
Methyl alcohol
(2 parts)

BN03(1part) -

CH50H (1 part) -

HCl (1 cm3 for 50 cn3
of the mixture)

B!(05(1part) -

CH50H (2 parts)

SN03 (12 parts) -

CH30H (56 parts) -

CH5C02H (8 parts) -

Cr03 in saturated

aqueous solutlon
(3 parts)

IV. Fluoboric acid type
electrolytes

Fluoborlc acid
(exact composition
not lndlcated)

Fluoboric acid
(exact composition
not indicated)

Fluoboric acid
(exact composition
not mdlcated)

Fluoborlc acid
(exact compos,ti.n
not indicated)

Fluoborlc acid
(exact composition
not ~nticated)

Fluoboric acid
(exact ccnnposltion
not indicated)

Particti application intended

Preparation of surfacefiof Al
before anodic oxidation for
obtaining alummnnn as micrO-
slides in the electron
nucroscope

Electrolytic dissolutionof Al
in order to obtain sections
sufficiently thin for being
traversed by the beam of elec-
trons of the microscope
(See page 27)

Preparation of surfaces for
micrographic observation of
slip lines

Micrographic demonstrationof
the markings of plastic
deformation (afLer polishing
etch in ST (b parte.) hTi03
(1part) - glycerin (3parts)

Preparation of m0n0cry.5tal-
llne test specimens for
micrographic study of slip
llnes

Micrographic determinationof
volubility or mti~ in
aluminum

Micrographic observationof
slip lines on the polished
surface (the pollshing oxide
film is removed in FT34H3- CT05)

Dissolution of single crystals

Dissolution of single crystals

Dissolution of single cry6tals

V. Baths of a compositionnot Indicated but belonging probably

Preparation of surfaces for
study from electron diffrac-
tmn patterns and electron
uucroscope

Micrographic determinationof
the volubility limit of iron
In aluminum

References

Pupko, S. L.: Pellicules d‘0xYde d‘alti,nium
CO= porte-ob,ietspour le microscope elec-
tronique, ~kl. Akad. Nauk (U.R.S.S.), 63,
1948, p. 259.

Heidenreich,R. D : Electron ndcroscope
and diffraction study of mtal crystal
texture by means of thin section,
J. Applied Physics, 20, oct. 1949,
P. 993.

Rossi, F. D., and Nathew60n, C. H.: A
study of the plastic behavior of high
purity aluminum single crystals at various
temperatures,J. of metals, sept. 1950,
p. 1,159.

Eanerjee, B. R.: A 6tudy of strain markings
in aluminum, J. of Metals, sept. 1950,
p. 1,126.

Maddlin, R.: Amom@.lie8in the appearance
of glide ellipses, Metals Technology,
f&. 1948 (Discussiondam Metals Tech-
no@y, ao&c 19b8).

Fink, W. L., Willey, L. A., and Stwnpf, H. C.:
Equilibrium relations in A1-Na alloys of
high purity, Metals Tectmoloa, f<v. 1948.

Yen, N. K., imd Hibbard, W. R., Jr.: The
transverse bending of single crystalB
of aluminum, J. of Metals, oct. 1949,
p. 710.

Smoluchowfiki,R., and Wu, T. L.. Internal
friction and slip in thin single alumi-
num crystals, Physical Rev., 15,.lanv.
1949>p. 545.

Wu,T. L., and Smoluchowski,R.: A new
criterion of slip in thin single aluml-
num crystals, Physical Rev., 76,jaw.
1949>p. *5.

Wu, T. L., and .Qnoluchowski,R.: A new
criterion for the occurence of slip in
thin single crystals, Physical Rev., 78,
15mai1950,p. 468.

Orientation of isolated crystals
by etch figures on electrolytic-
ally polished surfaces

to tbe previous categories

Heide~eich, R. D., and Shockley, w.:
Electron microscope and electron-diffrac-
tion study of slip in metal crystals,
J. Applied Physics, 18, nov. 1947,
p. 1,029.

Ed&m, J. K.: Volubility of iran in
solid aluminum, Metis Technology,
Jul. 1948.

Study (by means of microscope,
X-ray8, and microhardness) of
the heterogeneitiesof cold-
deformation In large aluminum
crystals

May, W., Tiedema, T. J., and Burgers, W. G.:
Inclusions in alwrcdnumcrystals,Nature,
162,6 nov.1948,p. 74o. ActsCristallo-
graphica, 2, Juin 1949,p. 151.

Was, W., and lkargreaves,W. E.: On the
inbomogeneityin the crystals of an
megate, *OC. ROY.SOC.,A 193,
22 avril 1948,p. 89.
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C0mp0situ3n of
the electrolyte Particular application intended

Ceterud.nationof orientations
by etch figures on electro-
lytically polished surfaces

Recrystallization followed by
measurement of microhardness
on electrolytically polished
surfaces

Pollshmg of surfaces for detec-
tlOn of traces of slip in
aluminum by interfercnneter
method

PreparatlOn of specmms for
demonstration of the effect
of mechanical polishing on
nucrohardness. Influence of
orientation on microhardness
of high-purity aluminum
crystals

Mlcrography of single crysbls
annealed after bending,
showing polygonization

Study of gram boundaries in
the alloy ~-Mg (7 percent)
by means of electron
microscope

Electrolflic polishing of almi -
nvm specimens for study of
deformation bands by means of
X-rays and microscope

Influence of the state of the
surface of aluminum (which
has been electrolytically
pol~shed) on the microstruc-
ture (porosity, for instance)
of layers of anodl.c oxidation

Micrography of light alloys of
low sodium content

Micrography of aluminum single
crystals

E!eck,P. A., and

NACA TM 1384
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SECOND PART

DESCRIPTION OF SEVERAL MICROGRAPHIC TECEINIQUES

USING ELECTROLYTIC POLISHING

1. Recent Polishing Methods

The majority of experimentators who use electrolytic polishing for
their metallographic investigations (microscopy, preparation of test
specimens, etc.) do not give smy information on operating conditions;
sometimes they do not even indicate the composition of the bath.
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As the bibliography, which was presented in the preceding tables,
shows, the electrolytes for polishing of aluminum comprise several types,
and even for the same type the proportions of the constituents may vary
around certain values.

Since publication of our report on electrolytic polishing of alumi-
num and its alloys, no new methods have been made public, at least in
detailed form which would justify an analysis.

To our knowledge, only two investigations undertaken at the Royal
Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough deserve to be described. The older
one (4) concerns a method utilizing a perchloric-acid - alcohol electro-
lyte derived from that of De Sy and Haemer. The second (>) has the
special object of micrographic polishing of aluminum-silver alloys rich
in silver for which the customary techniques do not yield good results.
Besides , it has been found that the new procedure may be applied with
equal success to other alloys like magnesium alloys.

(a) Perchloric-acid - alcohol electrolyte.- A first investigation of

the R.A.E. (6) has shown that Jacquets’1 method is applicable to certain
aluminum alloys. It had also been determined that the optimum polishing
is obtained when the anode is in horizontal position. The authors indi-
cated, furthermore, that the surfaces subjected to electrolysis should be
polished mechanically on a velvet impregnated with a polishing composition.

A surface prepared with emery 000 after electrolysis would present
an exaggerated relief of the intermetallic constituents. According to
our experience, these observations probably do not apply to polishing in
the more concentrated acetic-perchloric solution which we perfected in
1943 and of which the R.A.E. had not been cognizant.

Since it had been established on the other hand that according to
De Sy and Haemers the perchloric-acid - alcohol electrolytes achieve an
excellent polishing of light alloys in very short times, Waldron,
Middleton, and Mott planned to study this type of bath more thoroughly.

First of all they determined, by means of the conventional potenti-
ometer technique, the current-voltage curve for different compositions of
the bath and values of the anodic surface (anode constituted to the
alloy RR 56). In order to trace this curve, a rapid cooling-off of the
electrolyte is indispensable (by means of a copper tube through which a
stream of water flows functioning as cathode). The intensity of the.
current shown on the diagram is the value at equilibrium if the limiting
potential is gradually increased by small amounts between O and 20 volts.
In all cases, the curve obtained is typical for electrolytic polishing,
that is, it shows a maximum intensity in general, between 4 and 8 volts.
The beginning of this stage coincides with the removal of a black film

lThis concerns the original method (7), not the improved technique
described later (8).
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which appears first on the anode at low values of voltage. 2 The best
polishing is obtained toward the end of the stage which is also in accord
with the conventional cases. Under lower voltage, the constituents are
less well defined whereas for higher vslues the surface is clearly defined
and a preferential attack appears sround the constituents.

As we said before, the respective proportions of the perchloric acid
and the alcohol do not have a very great influence on the shape of the
current-voltage curve. The composition is of the type: four parts
74.5-percent ethyl alcohol and one part 60-percent perchloric acid, in
the case of a titrating 12-percent C104H mixture. However, with a more

diluted electrolyte (for instance 9-percent C104H) the drop in intensity

before the stage is less easily detectable; correlatively, the polis~ng
is less satisfactory (preferential. attack around the constituents).

Several types of alloys have been tested. The initial state of the
surface is the rough polish accomplished by means of abrasive papers up to
and including 000. The results vary according to the composition of the
intermetallic phases. A solid solution can always be polished perfectly,
but with insoluble constituents avoidance of every relief effect is
impossible. However, this relief is frequently less notable than that
obtained by normal.mechanical polishing, and the distinctness of the
particles is not affected by it.

One also notes that for certain alloys a film is produced which
impedes microscopic investigation. This film may generally be eliminated
by tiediate rinsing of the polished surface in a violent hot-water jet
followed by very light mechanical polishing on a cloth moistened with an
aqueous suspension of fine altina.

Aluminum-silicon alloys: Electrolytic polishing is unsatisfactory
because the silicon particles do not dissolve and remain in relief
imbedded in the matrix.

Nevertheless, in case of alloys containing silicon in the form of
a slightly modified fine eutectic the relief effect is not stificiently
pronounced to be detrimental to an investigation if that investigation has
the purpose of observing the degree of modification of the eutectic. The
electrolytic procedure may then be utilized as a rapid control method.

Ihwaluminum-type alloys: The surface obtained is not very good for
examination of the general structure under slight magnifications. On
th$ other hand, the constituents do not appear sufficiently distinct
under large magnifications.

2Elimination of this black film and also of the small gas bubbles
which tend to adhere is attained by gently agitating the specimens. A
mechanical stirring of the bath is effective but perturbs the electric
conditions and, consequently, does not permit a correct tracing of the
curve.
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For alloys
another method.

Copper and

of this type one will doubtlessly

copper-nickel alloys: The alloys

have to resort

of the English
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specifi-
cations D.T.D. 304 and B.S.S.L. 40 undergo successfully electrolytic
polishing for micrography. At a magnification 500, the particles of the
constituent A1-Cu-Fe in the slloy D.T.D. 304 thus are very distinct with-
out relief effect.

“High-resistance” type alloys: The alloys A1-Mg-Mn-Zn in the heat-
treated state are easily polishable. The intermetald.ic constituent which
sometimes appears in this type of alloy is very manifest so that electro-
lytic polishing has here been utilized with success for a systematic
study of the structure.

In an experimental alloy of the same type containing, in addition,
chromium, there exists an unidentified phase susceptible to attack which
appears in the form of black circles after prolonged polishing. This
phase is added to the normal constituent rich in manganese and in
chromium .3

Light alloys containing a highly dispersed constituent: The methods
of electrolytic polishing have proved to be extremely useful for study of
the structure of alloys where the slight hardness or brittleness makes
mechanical polishing difficult. These special characteristics may result
from separate or simultaneous effects of the composition or of thermal
treatment.

Thus it is possible to study the very fine structure of the eutectic
Al-Be containing only 0.6 percent of beryllium which is extremely likely
to creep on the surface in case of mechanical polishing. After electro-
lytic polishing, the eutectic appears in the form of a soluble aggregate
in which the primary beryllium particles show a brownish tint.

Electrolytic polishing has been employed systematically for a study
of the mode of precipitation of the B phase of a 5-percent A1-Mg alloy
which had been subjected to various mechanical and thermal treatments.
The solid solution takes an excellent polish and the intermetallic phase
is well defined, without any relief.

An attack of 45 min in 9-percent orthophosphoric acid has revealed
precipitation in the interior and in the grain boundaries. only am
extremely careful mechanical polishing could give results equivalent to
those of electrolytic polishing which is incmnparably faster and easier.

3The original report contains a micrograph at magnification 500
which shows the presence of this intermetallic constituent perfectly
analogous to those we had observed in the French alloys zicral and T 60
(seep. 44).
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Conclusion: In sunmary one may say that an electrolyte consisting
of perchloric acid (approximately one part) and ethyl alcohol (approximately
four parts) is suitable for the polishing of several types of aluminum
alloys. One is led to suppose that the attack of.the intermetallic con-
stituents depends to a great

t
eal on the viscosity of the solution and

its content of hydrogen ions.

According to the authors, the polishing is completed in one or two
minutes, that is, in a considerably shorter time than with Jacquets’
method (we do not agree on this particular point). On the other hand,
the mixture does not have an unpleassmt odor, can be easily prepared, and
does not have any explosive characteristic.

The employment of electrolytic polishing in metallography of light
alloys appears ltiited by various considerations. There exists little
probability that one single solution could be suitable for all light
alloys. Each case will require the perfecting, or possibly the discovery
of an electrolyte and of the most expedient technique. Thus it will be
necessary for a laboratory to possess the equipment capable of undergoing
the desired modifications.

Incidentally, we want the reader to note that this last opinion pre-
sented by the English authors in 1946 has been contradicted by later
research. Actually, as we shall see, it is now perfectly feasible to
satisfactorily polish all light alloys of technical interest, that is,
alloys with an aluminum base, in all their states) by means of a unique
technique and with tne utmost rapidity.

(b) Phosphoric-acid - alcohol electrolyte. - For study of the volu-
bility li=f=l=i=luminum, the methods suited best are micro-
graphic examination and measurement of the electric resistance.

The first method runs into great difficulties due to the very slight
hardness of the alloy. Attack by conventional reagent (diluted hydro-
fluoric acid, for instamce) produces effects of etching which render the
distinctness uf the precipitate in the solid solution uncertain. In fact,
it has not been possible to perfect a purely mechanical technique, and
the experiments have led to a procedure of electrolytic polishing.

None of the known electrolytes produces entirely satisfactory results.
The perchloric-acid - alcohol mixture described above is suitable only for

an alloy of very low silver content. Finally, the optimum conditions
found are the following:

4The viscosity certainly plays a large role. This is doubtlessly
the reason for the fact that the addition of glycerin or of butylcello-
solve greatly improves the polishing of heterogeneous alloys in alcoholic
solutions of perchloric acid.
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The electrolyte consists of 400 cm3 phosphoric acid (density 1.75),
~0 cm3 absolute ethyl alcohol (density 1.30), snd200 cm3 distilled
water. The density of this mixture is 1.25.

The cell is a beaker of 1,000 cm3 containing a semicircular alumi-
num cathode. The specimen (a parallelepipeds 2 cm long and with a section
of 1 cm2, total surface = 10 cm2) is pierced in its lower part by an
apeture into which one forces an aluminum wire which is connected with
the positive pole. A mechanical glass stirrer is placed at the center
of the cell between the two electrodes. The limiting voltage is applied
by means of resistances placed in series in the circuit.

The state of the initial surface corresponds to rough polishing by
abrasive papers through 000 followed by rapid rubbing on velvet coated
with commercial polishing paste. This preliminary preparation must be
followed by a decreasing by means of benzine.

When a positive connection with the wire has been made, the assembly
is immediately immersed in alcohol before its introduction into the cell.
The surface to be polished is horizontal, parallel to the surface of the
liquid and at a distance of several millimeters from the latter. The
stirrer rotates at approximately 400 rpm.

The optimum electric conditions vary slightly with the age of the
bath and the temperature.

In a freshly prepared bath, maintained at a temperature between 420
and 45° C, the density of the current is of the order of 35 a/dm2 with a
voltage of 27 to 30 v. Under these conditions, the polishing is completed
in 4 to 6 minutes.

A current density lower than 35 a/dm2 or a temperature below 40° C
entails the formation of an anodic film on all A1-Ag alloys. However,
if the intensity exceeds 35 a/dm2 or if the temperature rises above
45° C, the surface is clearly defined.5

If the bath is enriched in aluminum phosphate, its electric resist-
ance varies which has the effect of enlarging the optimum temperature
range for the same density of current but with a voltage of under 35 v.

5These observations tend to indicate that the mechazrism of polishing

implies the formation and dissolution of an aluminum film. The same
phenomenon is produced with phosphochromic electrolytes. The possibility
of an anodic oxidation subsequent to the polishing effect is an unfavor-
able factor in applications of these baths for purposes other than ordi-
nary micrography (see p. 47).
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Evaporation of the electrolyte is eventually compensated for by
addition of a desired quantity of a mixtwre of fom parts alcohol and
two parts distilled water, in order to re-establish the same value of
density.

Results: The alloy in the state of solid solution exhibits to micro-
graphic investigation a very well polished surface on which only the grain
boundaries stand out, the definition of which is a function of the silver
content. Intensification of this attack may be obtained by making the
surface emerge above the bath (the attack then results in a heating of
the liquid film).

At the end of polishing and attack, the spectien is withctrawn and
immediately immersed in hot water in order to prevent stains. The solid
phosphates possibly deposited are removed by gentle rubbing with a cotten
tampon soaked in alcohol. One then washes the specimen in alcohol and -

dries it by means of a lukewarm air jet.

This method gives excellent results with all A1-Ag alloys exsmined
(2.4 and 8 percent Ag), for different structural states. However, each
case may require slight modifications of the conditions.

Applications to other light materials: Under the same conditions
of current density and of temperature, the aluminum of commercial purity
(99. 5 percent) also can be polished very well (the micrograph here
presented shows, for instance, in an extremely well-defined form, a

nodule of the ternary eutectic A1-A14 Fe Si2-si).

The technique may be applied equally well to pure magnesim; however,
the cathode then is of magnesium, and the density of the current 20 a/dm2
under a reduced voltage of 10 v. The temperature control is less critical.
At the end of the electrolysis, the anode is withd-ra~ ~der c~rent~
immediately immersed in cold water, then in alcohol, and dried by means
of a cold-air jet. The film which is sometimes visible on the surface
when it is withdrawn from the alcohol is removed with cotton soaked in
concentrated nitric acid.

We remark that, according to our observations published a long time
ago (9), the magnesium may be polished in another phosphoric-alcohol
mixture and under rather different conditions of current density and of
temperature. However, the method described above offers the great advan-
tage of greater rapidity, while the micrographs published show neverthe-
less an excellent quality of polishing.
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II. Chemical Polishing

Obtaining smooth and shiny metallic surfaces by simple hmersion in
acid solutions , without passage of + electriccurren~, is now possible
for certain metallic materials-, including in particular, aluminum and
some of its light alloys. This process, known by the nsme of “super-
polish” (“brillantage”) or chemical polishing, has been discovered more
or less independently in several laboratories one of which iS the Battelle
Memorial Institute, well known for its research concerning electrolytic
polishing on an industrial scale. Until now, this method has been intended
only for the finishing of fabricated objects but it might possibly be of a
certain advantage in micrography although it would continue to be applied -
at least in its present form - much less generally than electrolytic
polishing.

It is with regard to this eventual development, predicted recently
by J. Herenguel (10) that we shall give a few hints concerning the chemi-
cal polishing of aluminum. In the technical literature (11), one will
find reports dealing with the method in general.

“Superpolish” of magnesium.- It has been known for a long time that
magnesium may be made brilliant by immersion in a concentrated mineral
acid. We have put this property to use for eliminating, before the
electrolytic polishing, the surface layers disturbed by mechanical

preparation (9).

In his investigations on the protection of magnesium by anodic oxMa-
tion in w alkaline medium at the Office National d’Etudes et de Recherches
A&onautiques (O.N.E.R.A. ), P. Galm.icheused a concentrated alcoholic solu-
tion of hydrochloric acid for shining the surface before treatment. This
same procedure has been rediscovered quite recently in the Laboratory of
LeBrocq at Farnborough (25).

No investigation has been made on the possible application of chemi-
cal “superPolish” in the micrography of magnesium and of magnesium-aluminum
or magnesium-manganese alloys.

“Superpolish” of al.uminum.- In the Battelle method, solutions are .
used which contain in different concentrations the three acids: phosphoric,
nitric, and acetic acid. The composition of the baths recommended by- -
Aluminum Francais (Alupol method) is not specified. One of these baths
produces a simple luster while another one has, on the other hand, a very
distinct polishing effect.

Here follow some data on the method studied by the Society and Enthone
Campany of America. Experience there has shown that mixtures of phosphoric
acid, nitric acid, and water make aluminum and its alloys brilliant if they
are immersed for 15 seconds to 10 minutes in the solution heated to between
98° and138°. The fact that certain mixtures have am effect of polishing
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and shining while others achieve only a mat finish seems to be connected
with rapidity of dissolution of the metal. This velocity is highest in
the phosphoric acid, decreases by addition of acetic acid, and even more
in the presence of the third acid, the nitric acid. Table I indicates
the appearance of the surface obtained with these four types of solutions.

TABLE I

[aterials

2-1/2 H

24T3

H3P04-Water

Shining and
slight pol-
ishing in
3 minutes

Etching in
3 minutes

T

H+04-CH3C02H-

H20

Slight shining
in 3 minutes

Shining in 15 sec
and etching
in 3 minutes

Shining in 15 sec
and attack in
3 minutes

H5P04-HN05-

+0

Shining and
polishing in
3 minutes

Shining in
30 sec.
Attack pro-
ducing a
milky surface

Shining, then
polishing
in 3 minutes

H3P04-CH3C02H-

HN03-H20

Shining and
polishing in
3 minutes

Shining, then
polishing in
3 minutes

Shining, then
polishing
in 3 minutes

2-1/2 H is 99-percent aluminum cold worked.
24T3 is the alloy with b.5-percent Cu - 1.5-percent Mg and.

O.b-percent Mn heat treated.
52-1/2 H is the alloy with 2.5-percent Mg and 0.25-percent Cr

cold worked.

The mixture finally left contains phosphoric and nitric acid and is
used at a high temperature which poses problems of tank maintenance, vapor
elimination, and modification of the composition. The exact temperature
,and the duration of the imnersion vary with the character of the light
alloy and its structural state. Each case therefore requires a special
perfection of method which must be made on the object itself since the
degree of polish obtained depends on the initial state of the surface
brought about by the mechanical operations of shaping (embossing, stamping,
rolling, etc.).

The baths studied by the Tr6fileries and Laminoirs of Le Havre contain
phosphoric, sulfuric, and nitric acid. The polishing is done in two stages.
The first, with a solution rich in sulfuric acid provokes a violent attack.
The second, more selective, takes place in a concentrated phosphoric-acid
mixture.

..
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For micrographic applications, Herenguel recommended the solution

po4H3 (7O percent) - H2S04 (25 percent) - HN03 (5 percent).

The future use of chemical polishing in the domain of micrography
is certainly very limited. This method may give industrially interesting
results with aluminum and its homogeneous alloys, but the quality of
polish required for the study of structures, even the simplest ones, is
perhaps beyond its possibilities. In any case, the operation will require
precise control of several factors, much harder to realize than with the
present methods of electrolytic polishing.

III. Anodic Oxidation

The employment of anodic oxidation as micrographic reagent for alumi-
num and its alloys we owe to Lacombe. Since this surface state is indis-
pensable for the preliminary preparation of the specimens, the principle
of the method and its first results have been described in our report on
electrolytic polishing.

Lacombe and his coworkers have demonstrated the advantages of anodic
oxidation for revealing minute structural details in very high-purity
aluminum (cold working, recrystallization , etc.) and the traces of chemi-
cal heterogeneities of certain solid solutions. The technique leads to
micrographs in particularly spectacular colors.

In consequence of this work, other authors have confirmed the advan-
tages of anodic oxidation, for instance, for following the evolution
during the time taken by the phenomena of recrystallization and of growth
of grains. From this point of view, the studies of Beck and his coworkers
at the American University of Notre Dame deserve to be pointed out (12).

The method used for revealing the grain-boundary migration in the
course of annealing of very high-purity aluminum consists in making each
heating period be followed by an anodic oxidation. The preceding traces
are still visible, and the actual grain is detected by the color of its
film of oxide examined in polarized light. There follow a few operative
details.

The specimen containing grains of the desired shape is slightly
deformed by rolling or compression, then polished electrolytically with
the automatic apparatus Buehler-Waisman in an electrolyte containing a
volume of 53 percent of 8>-percent orthophosphoric acid, 26 percent of
distilled water, 20 percent of carbitol (monoethylether of diethylene-
glycol), and 1 percent of 48-Percent hydrofluoric acid. The following
anodic oxidation tskes place in the same bath but under a weaker voltage
and density of current. The duration is between 1 minute 30 seconds
and 2 minutes.
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Thus the structure of aluminum is revealed by three effects.
(a) A selective attack of the boundaries.
(b) A heterogeneous attack on the surface of the cold-worked grains.
(c) Finally, the coloration in polarized light which is character-

istic for the orientation of every crystal.

After having photographed a chosen point of the surface thus pre-
pared, one follows up with a short annealing, for instance, 1 minute at
400° C; then the film of oxide resulting from the first attack is elimi-
nated by an immersion of 1 to 2 minutes in a phosphochromic mixture

(35 cm3 Of 85-Percent P04H3 and20g Of Cr03Per liter), heated to 100° C.

A new anodic oxidation shows by the color in polarized light the new
form of the grain considered , with the previous traces still visible owing
to the selective attack of the grain boundaries. The sequence of the pro-
cesses: annealing dissolution of aluminum oxidation may be repeated as
often as desired.

In these experiments, one can see that the grain increases in size

at the expense of the neighboring grain still cold worked, for on one
side the surface is very smooth , whereas on the other it presents the
characteristic etching of a deformed network. Eesides, an X-ray exami-
nation confirms these two structural states. Thus the process corre-
sponds to a recrystallization without formation of new nuclei.

Beck and his coworkers then attempted to specify the relations of
mutual orientations which favor the growth of a grain at the expense of
its neighbor. Under the assumption that a spontaneous formation of
recrystallization nuclei is rather rare even in pure aluminum cold worked
to 40 to 50 percent by rolling, the authors had to develop what they call
an artificial nucleation. For this purpose, the metal deformed to 12 per-
cent, is electrically polished; then, a fine ruling is traced on its sur-
face which induces a supplementary cold working. After that, one performs
an annealing of 1 hour at 350° C, then a short electrolytic polishing for
partly erasing the ruling, and finally an anodic oxidation.

On the trace of the ruling and in its immediate neighborhood, several
small grains of recrystallization have formed and certain grains grow at
the expense of the matrix deformed to 12 percent. One now determines by
means of the technique of etch figures and the goniometer the relative
orientations of the grain in the course of growth and its cold-worked

neighbor at whose expense this growth takes place, and finds that that of
the recrystallized grain corresponds to a rotation of about 40° of the
planes (III) of the other.

On the other hand:
(1) A grain never grows at the expense of a cold-worked grain of

almost the same orientation.

- .—. ..- -.—---- .,.——.. -,..- ..,,,, .---.-, , ,.,_,.. , , ,,. ,., , , , . -
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(2) The displacement of the boundary between two grains in twin-
crystal position (rotation of 0° or 600) of the planes (III) is very
slight.

This example shows the advantage of the technique of anodic oxidation
for studying with the microscope the phenomena of recrystallization and of
growth of aluminum crystals. The method is probably generalizable for
metals which can, like aluminum, be covered by thin oxide films by elec-
trolytic process; this is the case, for instance, for uranium (26) and
titanium (27) for which a method of electrolytic polishing also is known.

IV. Etch Figures

The employment of the etch figures has been known for a long time to
mineralogists as a rapid means of determination of the crystallographic
orientations. Metallurgists were equally interested in it, ever since
the first beginnings of micrography; however, at that stage, the polishing
technique for specimens did not permit attainment of the hoped for results
because - as we now know - the abrasion and the mechanical polishing
produce a superficial cold-worked layer which conceals the true crystal-
line structure.

With electrolytic polishing, this difficulty disappeared; it was
Lacombe who as the first thought of profiting from the state of surface
thus produced for developing the applications of the method of etch fig-
ures in the case of pure aluminum. The experimental details are well
known now, likewise the important results already found (13). Let us
remember smong them only the evidence of the boundaries of polygonization
and of the heterogeneities of concentrations of solid solutions (28).

The conventional technique of Lacombe, that is, the attack with a
mixture of the three acidsz nitric, hydrochloric, and hydrofluoric acid,
may be applied satisfactorily only to crystallized or slightly deformed
aluminum. For cold-worked metal, Jacquesson (14) has shown etch figures
by anodic attack which, according to him, yields the best results.

The anode is formed by the specimen itself in a solution of diluted
hydrochloric acid. The only factors are the density of the current and
the duration of the electrolysis while the concentration of the acid plays
only a secondary role.

The duration of attack is of the order of 5 sec. When the density
of the current is lower than 0.5 a/cm2, the etch figures are not numerous
but very large, and their contour is irregular and very variable. They
are the less serviceable, the lower the density of the current.
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For densities of the order of 0.8 a/cm2, or more, the figures are
small (a few microns) and extremely numerous. Their geometrical
is simple. They can be used only at high enlargements but they give

the orientation of very small crystals and thus offe~ great advantage–
in the study of highly irregular textures.

For aluminum, the most favorable intensity is 0.6 a/cm2. The figures
have clear, geometrically simple outlines, am approximately constant shape,
and are regularly distributed over the surface. They measure 2 to 3 rmn at
700-x enlargement and permit very good determinations of orientation.
Finally, they maintain their distinctness whatever the amount of cold
working.

It is important to remark that the presence of am alumina film
greatly disturbs the uniformity of the anodic attack; the latter requires
an electrolytic polishing in an acetic-perchloric bath in good condition.
When the conductivity of the bath becomes too great, a detrimental super-
ficial oxidation is produced.

The effect of an addition of nitric acid or of hydxofluoric acid
to the hydrochloric acid is a lowering of the optimum density of current.
The clearness of the etch figures is increased and, above all, they take
on greater depth.

In a mixture 5-percent HCl, 2-percent HN03, and with 0.6 a/dm2 the

pits are very numerous; they seem to form preferably on the grain bound-
aries and the cold-working residues which appear on the surface as black
lines.

This method of producing etch figures is characterized by its flexi-
bility. It is possible to obtain data on one or the other particulars of
the crystalline texture by merely modifying the amount of density of the
current.

Attack on the grain boundaries.- It is known that in the metallography
of aluminum and its alloys it is sometties difficult to reveal the grain
boundaries with the customary reagents, even when the smface is el~ctro-
lytically polished. This difficulty arises either in the case of aluminum,
the crystals of which have a preferred orientation, or in that of the
alloys without intergranular heterogeneity. This last case will be
treated later on. (Seep. 42. )

Although one cannot, properly, speak of an attack by etch figures,
we shall summarize here the technique described by Herenguel and Santini
(15) for making the grain boundaries in aluminum grains of preferred
orientation visible.
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The method affects selectively the boundaries, that is, it does not
notably etch the grains themselves. It consists in placing the electro-
lytically polished test specimen as cathode in a solution containing in
volume:

40-percent hydrofluoric acid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 percent
Pure glycerin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .55percent
Distilled water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 percent

This electrolyte functions at ordinary temperature. The density of
the current is about 1.5 a/dm2 (voltage 7 to 8 v) with a duration of 5 min-
utes. The surface was rapidly rinsed after being taken from the bath.

The method has been used for 99.5-percent aluminum. The authors do
not specify whether it is applicable also to the high-purity metal or to
light alloys.

Observation of the micrographic structures of deformation.- For cop-
per and its alloys, it is relatively easy to show by micrography the
beginning of plastic deformation (16). The problem seems more difficult
for aluminum, probably because a sufficiently sensitive reagent is lacking.

In a recent report, B. B. Banerjee studied this problem and showed
that very high-purity aluminum (99.998 percent) must have undergone a
reduction in thickness of at least 12 percent, to permit observation by
microscope to detect clear signs of cold working (17).

The technique consists in deforming single crystals either by com-
pression with a press, or by impact, or by rolling, using a specimen of
a special form so as to obtain a deformation gradient varying frcm O to
jO percent over the length.

The deformed specimen is polished mechanically, then electrolyti-
cally. The two best polishing methods use:

1. 12 parts of concentrated nitric acid, 56 parts of methyl alcohol,
3 parts of chromic acid (in saturated solution), 8 parts of acetic acid,
and ckmsity of current of about 100 a/cbn2and 42 volts.

2. Perchloric acid 1 part - acetic acid 6 parts - density of cmrent

very weak, under 45 v.6

b
Elsewhere in his report, the author indicates a bath of perchloric

acid and acetic anhydride. We suppose that he is dealing with the same
mixture, as Americans do not always mske a distinction between acid and
anhydride in their publications.
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Banerjee declares, after having tested several
that he obtained the best results with the mixture:
4 parts - nitric acid 1 part - glycerin 3 parts.

NACA TM 1384

electrolytic reagents
hydrofluoric acid

The memorandum is open to some criticism. Thus the author insists on
the necessity of avoiding any heating up during the mechanical polishing
which follows the deformation, so as not to cause a temperature effect on
the cold-worked structure. However, he does not take the same precaution
in the course of the electrolytic polishing (which would in addition be
difficult). Particularly the bath which functions under 100 amperes per
cm2 produces with certainty a relatively considerable rise in temperature.
We are of the opinion that this work requires more serious consideration.
It should be possible, for instance, to detect micrographic signs of plas-
tic deformation before the 12-percent threshold found by the author.

The
of radio

The

V. Electrolytic Reduction

problem of obtaining very thin spectiens
crystallography by transmission.

arises in the technique

thinning by mechanical method does not permit a reduction beyond
0.5 mm and presents the danger of modifying the structwe and texture-
within a minute fraction of that thickness. This danger is especially
to be feared for pure aluminum which is very sensitive to cold working,
and of cowrse also for diluted solid solutions. It has even been encoun-
tered for the alloy Al - 7-Percent Mg cold worked (34).

Electrolytic polishing offers a convenient means of achieving
thinning without modifying the structure. In any case - in view of the
fact that the dissolution of several tenths of a millimeter requires a
long duration of electrolysis - one must seek protection from the thermal
effect when the latter is liable to modify the structure, as is always
the case in alloys with precipitation by tempering. In most cases, the
specimens are - owing to their small dimensions - subjected only to a
very insignificant current (at least in case of the acetic-perchloric
bath which is the most recommendable one where considerable quantities
of metal are to be dissolved) so that a dangerous heating up need not be
feared.

In applying the method of polishing without modification, one must
remember, as a general rule, that the dissolution is produced with greater

speed on the edges of the anode on one hand, and on the region at the
level of the electrolyte on the other. Consequently, one should give to
the specimen dimensions slightly larger than those required for the
intended final utilization. The more marked dissolution at the boundary
sl~face between bath and atmosphere is easily avoided by making it take

effect not on the piece to be treated but on the conductor (aluminum wire)
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which connects it with the electric circuit. It suffices therefore if
that conductor is so large that no reduction could occur. If that is not
possible, one will take the precaution to displace the assembly, from
time to tim in the vertical.plsne.

The more rapid attack on the edges of the anode involves, as a con-
sequence, a more noticeable dissolution on the periphery than toward the
center. The difference is particularly distinct at the lower end of the
test specihnenwhere it is always slenderer than elsewhere (this is the
effect which is put to use in the preparation of extremely fine points (29),
another application of electrolytic polishing).

For making the dissolution uniform, one can contrive special arrange-
ments such as a frsme or support for the specimen which protect the edges
or conduct the current to all points of the surface exposed to the
bath (18).

For the taking of X-ray pictures by transmission through aluminum and
its alloys, the electrolytic thinning does not present w tiffic~tY since
a thickness of one or two tenths of a milltieter is amply sufficient. This
does not hold true for the heavy metals, but their case is not to be con-
sidered in this publication.

Recently, R. D. Heidenreich perfected at the Bell Telephone Labora-
tories the technique of dissolution of aluminum and aluminum copper by
electrolytic polishing in order to prepare specimens which could be trav-
ersed by the electron beam of the electron ntkroscope. Not only does th&
preparation eliminate the replica of aluminum but the -es obtained are
different from customary electronic micrographs in that the phenomenon of
diffraction of the electrons plays a role (19).

Heidenreich has applied his technique for studying the structure of
cold-worked aluminum and of a heat-treated 4 percent copper alloy. One
can find the detailed description of the tests and their results in the
original memorandum. Here we shall limit outselves to giving some infor-
mation on ultrathinning which will, besides, have to be perfected. as
the author himself admits. Doubtlessly the method may be applied also to
all metals and alloys suitable for being polished electrolytically.

The metal is rolled in sheets of about 0.13-mm thickness and under-
goes the desired treatments Of recrystallization, annealing, dissolving,
etc. A fra~ent is polished electrolytically to eliminate the superficial
inclusions and oxide; then one cuts off a ctl.skof about 3-mm diameter.
This disk is placed in the apparatus schematized in figure lA which con-
sists of a cylinder made of “teflon” (polytetrafluorethylene manufactured
by du Pent de Nemours and characterized by its high resistance to acids
and to organic solvents). The specimen is kept pressed against the cir-
cular surface of the cylinder by means of a cap, likewise of teflon}
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which covers part of the disk in such a manner that only its central region
is exposed to the electrolyte. The electric contact is obtained by means
of a platinum wire traversing the stand to where it touches the specimen.

For aluminum, the electrolyte employed is derived from the formula
indicated by Waisman and contains: methyl alcohol (1 part) - concentrated
nitric acid (1 part), and, in addition, a trace of hydrochloric acid (1 cm3
of concentrated HC1 for 50 cm3 of the preceding mixture). In comparison
to Waisman’s electrolyte, this latter electrolyte polishes under a weaker
voltage and causes less discharge of gas. Moreover, the hydrochloric acid
diminishes the tendency to formation of oxide.

The polishing is performed in a bath of 100 cm3, with a cathode of
pure aluminum. The electric conditions are: a voltage of 5 v at the cell
boundaries and an intensity of 1 amp. The position of the anodic support
is the one indicated in figure lA (long cylinder axis horizontal). The
surface of the disk is at a distance of about 12 mm from the cathode and
near one of its edges in such a manner that it can be illuminated by a
light source and observed at an enlargement to four times its diameter.

The first stage consists in going on with the electrolysis until the
thickness in the central region is reduced to about one half. The support
is then rapidly withdrawn and plunged into running water, then rinsed in
methyl alcohol. One takes off the cap, places the disk on a wire gauze,
and shakes it in a mixture of equal parts of methyl alcohol and acetone.
Then it is dried on filter paper. The polished surface must be very
brilliant and clean. At this stage, the disk has the profile shown in 2,
figure LB. This profile is produced by the diminution of density of the
current from the center to the edge at contact of the isolating cap.

The specimen is put back into the support, the unpolished surface
turned toward the bath. During the new electrolysis, the surface is care-
fully observed under the magnifying glass and as soon as the first pene-
tration has been ascertained, the support is pulled back and plunged into
water. The sooner the electrolysis is stopped after formation of the
first hole, the slenderer will be the utilizable part of the disk. One
then repeats the rinsing operations described above. The profile of the
specimen corresponds to 4, figure lB; 5, figure lB, shows the front view
of the disk.

Examination at 50-x magnification shows the specimen tc be perforated
by several holes. Its manipulation is relatively easy owing to the rather
thick edges.

The region surrounding each hole is sufficiently thick to permit
examination by transmission in the electron microscope. Thus a very
small part of the total surface can be utilized.
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Obtaining convenient specimens is not always easy; one must fre-
quently prepare five disks in order to obtain one satisfactory one. The
main difficulties indicated by Heidenreich are the following:

(a) Insufficient thinned region is obtained. This is the case if the
polishing has not been stopped soon enough.

(b) Roughnesses of the entire surface causing variations in thickness.
The reason lies in unfavorable polishing conditions.

(C) Presence of a film of hydrous oxide. It is the result of a reac-
tion of the acid on the metaJ during the rinsing. One can reduce it by
pulling the tisk back out of its support as quickly as possible. At the
examination in the electron microscope one sees that the oxide layer pene-
trates into the holes; it is generally very trsmsparent and frequently of
granular appearance.

(d) Deformations of the thin regions due to gaseous dischsrge. One
will have to reduce this discharge to a minimum, especially in the case
where the specimen is used for study of plastic deformations.

The main disadvantage of this method of thinning is the smsllness of
the utilizable surface. In order to prepare larger surfaces, one would
have to have an exact criterion of the ihstsnt at which the electrolysis
must be stopped. Actually it is quite obvious that, as soon as a hole has
been perforated, the very thin regions which surround it are rapidly
dissolved.

Nevertheless, this
do very important work,

We want to mention

technique has made it possible for Heidenreich to
such as the investigation of polygonization.

one point which the author does not seem to have
considered: that of the hea~ing up of the disk. With its prescribed
initial thinness, the specimen must heat up considerably during the elec-
trolysis which may possibly lead to modifications of its structure, par-
ticularly detrimental if the investigation is concerned with electronic
diffraction and micrography of plastically deformed aluminum. We have
seen before that the temperature factor is almost always neglected by the
authors who use electrolytic polishing and employ precisely those tech-
niques where heating up will occur with certainty (bath operating at high
intensity) and must well exceed the heating observed in the acetic-
perchloric bath for which we found a temperature of 50° F at least on the
surface of the anode.
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SUPPLEMENT 17

very recently, R. Castaing and P. Laborie (C.R. 2X, 1953, P. l,330)
utilized, with several modifications of details, the method of electrolytic
thinning of Heidenreich, and have greatly improved the results by carrying
out first a partial reduction, then an ion bombardment.

The authors have attempted to obtain at the same time an extensive
usable surface and a sufficiently small thickness to permit observation
by electron microscope with a high degree of resolution.

Up to now the tests have been limited to the study of an slloy of
Al and 4-percent Cu at various states of tempering. The recrystallized
alloy, taken in the shape of a foil of 0.2 mm thickness is cut up tito
pellets of 3 mm diameter. Each of these pellets is polished simultane-
ously on both sides in the acetic–acid - perchloric-acid bath; the fluid
is made to circulate so as to avoid the formation of gas bubbles. The
edges of the pellets are protected by a ring of aluminum which limits the
polishing to the central part. The specimen is strongly illuminated from
one side and observed from the other side by means of a binocular micro-
scope of high magnification. The polishing is stopped when a portion of
the surface begins to become truslucid which corresponds to a thickness
of 0.05 to 0.1 micron. In view of the fact that the velocity of snodic
dissolution is of the order of 0.05 micron per second, it is difficult -
but not impossible - to avoid formation of a hole in the thinned part,
just as with the original method of Heidenreich.

Castaing and Laborie thus obtained on a surface of several times ten
square microns a thickness sufficiently small to permit observation by
electron microscope at the usable enlargement of 10,000. The figure 43
is an image thus obtained with the light alloy tempered 60 hours at 200° C.

7Thj.s supplement to part 11 was provided the NACA in a communication

from O.N.E.R.A. dated May 17, 1954.

---- -.—-. .. ..... - -—.—— . —----- . —.--—.. .- ——- ... . .—--
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This method presents a certain

(a) The electrolytic polishing
ficial film of oxide and especially
of artifacts on the micrographs.

31

number of defects:

may entail the formation of a super-
of a redeposit of copper - both sources

(b) The precipitates, for instance, of the phase A12Cu 0’, less

attacked than the matrix during the polishing, remain in relief, and the
image will not correspond to the one which would be given by an ideal
ultra-thin section.

(c) As soonas a hole has been formed , its borders are very rapidly
dissolved, and only few specimens present an extensive usable surface.

It was possible to eliminate all these disadvantages with the tech-
nique of reduction by ion bombardment. The ion bombardment has already
been recommended as a means of micrographic attack (see, for instance,
D. M. McCutcheon and W. Pahl, Metal Progress, 5&, 1949, P. 674). It has
also been employed by C. Fert (C.R. 238, 1954, p. 333) for dischwging
the insulating particles and removi~~uccessive layers from the surface
while the electron-diffraction diagrams are being taken.

The metallic specimen is, first,
stage which precedes the formation of
subjected to the impact of a parallel
the energy 3,000 v. One examines the
microscope until a suitable reduction

Figure 44 which gives an exsmple

electrolytically reduced up to the
holes. Then its two faces are
and monokinetic cluster of ions of
specimen periodically by electron
has been obtained.

of the appearance obtained with a
specimen identical with the one of figure 43 shows the excellent resolu-
tion at the convenient enlargement of 33,000.

With regard to electrolytic polishing, only the method of ion bom-
bardment presents interesting advantages:

eign

same

than

(a) The surface is extremely clean, without traces of oxide or for-
substances.

(b) The precipitates of the phase A12Cu0’ are practically on the

level as the matrix.

(c) The borders of a possible hole are not attacked more strongly
the rest of the surface which is very important.

(d) The speed of removal of matter is of the order of 0.5 micron
per minute, and it can be regulated at will; hence the risk of heating UP
of the surface is eliminated.
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(e) The procedure may be carried out inside the electron microscope
itself which simplifies the mp~ations and facilitates the examination.

There is no doubt that the employment of electrolytic polishing and
ion bombardment combined is bound to permit the easy direct observation,
at very high magnifications, of the structural evolution of aluminum
alloys and probably also of other materials such as the refractory alloys
for turbojets which are of interest for aeronautical construction.

On the other had, the fact that the ion bombardment produces a true
effect of polishing of the surface is interesting considered from the point
of view of the mechanism of electrolytic polishing which is still an object
of discussion. Thus, according to E. Darmois and I. Epelboin (C.R. 237,

1953, p. 501) the origin of the stage in the typical current/voltage curve
of the phenomenon of electrolytic polishing (P. A. Jacquet, Trans.
Electrochem. Sot., 69, 1936, p. 629) is to be approached to that of the
stage of the discharge current in gases of low pressure. The polishing
by ion bombardment is actually achieved without the formation of a film
of oxide. This signifies that the amil-ogous functioning of the electro-
chemical and of the ion method may be caused by the production of a ten-
sion on the surface of the metal which is sufficient for cold-working
extraction of the electrons and ions of the grating.

THIRD PART

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION REGARDING USE OF AN AUTOMATIC

APPARATUS FOR Electrolytic POLISKENG

The metallurgical laboratories use electrolytic polishing for two
different purposes: on one hand, for the preparation of surfaces destined
for particular research (plastic deformation, corrosion, surface proper-
ties, etc.); on the other hand, for examhation of the micrographic struc-
ture. In the first case, the surfaces to be polished are generally exten-
sive; they are, for instance , standard test specimens or single crystals
which require polishing at aLl their points. Relatively large electrolytic
cells provided with stirring devices, a cooling system, electric contacts,
etc., are then indispensable. We have seen also that the ch~acter of the
electrolyte must be taken into consideration.

If one deals, on the contrary, with a micrographic examination of
the structure, the surface of the specimen is more or less limited. The
form of the latter can, on the other hand, be standardized as is the case
for the current controls being manufactured. One can therefore examine
an apparatus and an electrolyte well adjusted for the polishing of these
small smfaces. Nevertheless, two difficulties arise which complicate
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the technique and cause certain laboratories to hesitate to use it. On one
hand, the polyphase alloys rich in insoluble constituents require precau-
tions if one wants to avoid relief effects which are injurious to the qual-
ity of the images and even to their interpretation. On the other hand, in
order to achieve control of the structure , it is a fact that one is obliged
to work with a relatively large area which makes it impossible to avoid
relief effects. Under these conditions one must either polish the entire
surface of the object or isolate electrically all portions not concerned.
Both these means are difficult to apply correctly, and the quality of the
polishing may leave something to be desired since the density of the cur-
rent and the heating up (primary factors) are not easily controllable.

Addedto these main difficulties is the necessity to take csre of all
the accessories required for setting Up the apparatus. Finally, it must
be said that with regard to the results obtained, whatever type of bath
was selected, a “personal coefficient” of the operator comes into play,
something which is necessarily admissible in a research laboratory but
hardly compatible with accepted practices in large-scale production.

In order to remedy all these disadvantages which tend to limit the
range of application of electrolysis ad thus to deprive metallurgists of
a valuable tool, designers of laboratory apparatus have conceived and put
on the market devices for electrolysis which may complement machines
polishing mechanically or be substituted for them entirely. At the moment
there exist five types of such apparatus, two of ~hich are constructed by
the Danish firm H. Struers Chemiska Laboratorium.

In our personal opinion one of these two types, the “Disa-Electropol ,“
is especially well adapted to the current work of a laboratory of
metallography.

In its present form, the Disa-Electropol (20 and 33) is suitable for
micrographic polishing of common metallic materials, with the exception,
however, of copper and its alloys. The manufacturer has just remedied
this last limitation and will be able to deliver in the near future a
model having certain modifications (more powerful pump, materials which
better resist corrosion, inclined position of the electrolytic cell) which
permit polishing copper slloys with the phosphoric electrolyte.

We have systematically explored the possibilities offered by the
Disa-Electropol for the preparation of micrographic specimens of a large
number of metals and alloys. Many among them are of interest in aero-
nautical technique (ordinary and special steels, refractory slloys,
light alloys, titanium, etc); however, we shall lindt outselves here to
aluminum and to the light alloys.

8Represented in France by the Soci&l% d’Applications de Proce’d&s
Electrolytiques.
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I. Description and Operation of the Disa-Electropol

Figures 2 and 3 give a over-all view and the mounting scheme of the
Disa which is fed by the 110 or 22o v alternating current.

On the block-shaped support 2 one places one of the three small-plate
models (of plastic material) represented in figure 4, selected according
to the shape amd the surface one wishes to polish.

The specimen 3 is placed over the opening and pressed onto it by
means of the spring contact 4. With the switch 9 placed in the position
“Polishing” the circulation velocity of the electrolyte contained in the
beaker 14 is regulated by means of the button 16 which operates the pump 15.
This velocity must be sufficiently high to make the liquid flow out into
the basin 1, passing through the second opening of small diameter of the
small plate on which the specimen is mounted.

After the switch 7 has been put in the position v (voltage), the
index of the timer 5 is placed in front of the graduation corresponding
to the desired. dfi”ation of electrolysis. This timer is started by pressing
its pushbutton which simultaneously closes the electric circuit. The exact
voltage is immediately adjusted to the desired amount9 by manipulating the
control knob 10 of the potentiometer, and is read off the voltmeter grad-
uated from O to 150 v. (The graduation O to 15 v corresponds to the cir-
cuit “etching,” see farther below.)

Stopping of the timer cuts off the current. The specimen is immedi-
ately pulled out and its lower surface is washed under timorously running
water, rinsed with alcohol, and then dried in a jet of lukewarm air.

The duration of the electrolysis depends on the initial. state of the
surface. All the specimens described farther on have been prepared
mechanically by abrasion up to 00 emery paraffined paper. An electrolysis
of 20 seconds is sufficient to eliminate all scratches, and this duration
has been adopted except for the smelting alloy Alpsx with 12-percent sili-
con, the electrolysis of which must be limited to 5-7 seconds in order to
reduce the relief of free silicon psz%icles to a minimum.

The voltage at the cell boundaries is the only factor controlling
the polishing. Its value, though, is almost completely independent of
the character of the light slloy and of the polished surface. In genersl.,
this voltage is between 35 and 45 v with the electrolyte we have used,
which furnishes the best results.

91t is reco~ended to determine first, by a prelimin~y test, the

exact voltage desired.
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II. Electrolytes

The Urections for use of the “Disa-Electropol” provide for two types
of electrolytes. The first which is suitable for ordinary and special
steels, zinc, lead, silver, refractory alloys of Nimonic type contains .
200 cd perchloric acid of a density of 1.20, 700 cd ethyl alcohol, and
100 cm3 glycerin. For castings and aluminum and its alloys, the prefer-
ably recommended formula is 35 cd perchloric acid of the density 1.61,
84o cd methyl alcohol, and 125 cm3 glycerin.

A short time before we undertook our systematic tests, E. Knuth
Winterfeldt, a Danish author who contributed to the perfection of the
Disa, published a new formula for an electrolyte which is apparently
remarkably suited for dissimilar light alloys. This formula also appears
in the most recent paper of the same author (20).

The new composition corresponds to the standard formula for steels
in which the glycerin is replaced by butyl-cell.osolve (glycol monobutyl
ether).10 We have used this formula exclusively and adapted it d.so to
polishing of uraniwn and zirconium (21).

111. Conditions of Electrolysis

As we said before, the voltage at the boundaries is the only variable
requiring adjustment. It is also very high as identical results are
obtained between 35 and 45 v. Nevertheless, it is preferable to work
with the minimum voltage in order to limit the heating up. The latter
cannot be completely avoided and is the more pronounced, the smaller the
volume of the specimen. The duration of the electrolysis is too short
to permit the temperature rise to cause an appreciable transformation
of the structure visible under the ordinary microscope. However, it is
not absolutely certain that the effect does not occur at the magnification
for the electron microscope. In any case, this particular point would
require verification which has not yet been made.

In the case of thin small plates, a good precaution for limiting
heating up consists in inserting between the reverse surface of the speci-
men and the spring contact an aluminum block which will dissipate part of
the heat given off.

As a consequence of the smallness of the surface to be polished -
at the most 1 cm2 - the density of the current is very high (150-175 a/dm2)
which explains both the very short duration of operation and the

10This solvent, very much in use in the United States but less com-
mon in France, is on sale at the Soci6t~ Minerals et Alliages, chemical-
products department.

.
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considerable heating up. This density of current is at least 20 times as
high as in the case of the conventional acetic-perchloric bath where, as
experience has “shown, the surface of the anode may attain during the
electrolysis a temperature of the order of 600. However, in this last
case the solution is not agitated; the rapid circulation is a factor which -
on the Disa - limits to a certain extent the heating in the course of
polishing.

The velocity of anodic dissolution has not been determined experi-
mentally for aluminum; however, we have data for steels which show that
in 20 seconds a thickness of 10 microns is removed which corresponds to
an electrolysis of 2 minutes 30 seconds duration in the 1,000 cm3 acetic-
acid - 50 cm3 perchloric-acid electrolyte, with the normal density of
current of 15 to 20 amp per dm2.

IV. Electrolytic Attack

Like all procedures of electrolytic polishing, the treatment with
the Disa reveals the dissimilar structures on the surfaces without
supplementary attack. Nevertheless, employment of the usual reagents is
necesssry in order to differentiate certain phases, tie the grain bound-
aries appear, or make the traces of the constituents better visible. Cir-
cumstances are known where certain chemical reagents produce parasitic
effects of etching whose aspects confused surface effect (pitting, inter-
grsrmiiar corrosion). For this reason, detection of the fine dispersions
in the mass or on the boundaries of the grains is much more certain if
one mslces an examination under high magnification of the surface which
has been subjected only to polishing.

The Disa offers the possibility of subjecting the polished specimen
to an electrolytic attack, using three different methods of operating
which seem very interesting but have not yet been systematically explored
for the micrography of light alloys.

The two first methods of attack consist of utilizing the polishing
bath and a special circuit functioning when the contact 9 (fig. 2) is put
on the position “etching.” In this circuit, the graduations of the volt-
meter and the ammeter do no longer correspond to 0-150 v smd 0-1.5 smp,
but to 0-15 v snd 0-0.15 amp.

First method: Three or four seconds before the end of polishing one
switches abruptly from “polishing” to “etching.” The voltage at the
boundaries which had been 40 to 4.5v chsmges to 3 to 4 v.

Second method: The electrolysis is continued to its normal termination
that is, one awaits the stopping of the timer which cuts the current off,
before changing to the position “etching.” The index of the timer is placed
on the position 3 or 4 and the connection is established.
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These two methods are not equivalent because the first involves the
chsnging of the switch to the position “off” which simultaneously cuts
off the current and stops the agitation in such a manner that, when the
circuit is again established, the electrolyte does not yet circdate at

‘--its--normalvelocity. On the other hand, the exact duration of the attack
is not very well defined. For these reasons the second method frequently
yields results which are more easily reproducible and more uniform on the
surface.

The third technique of anodic attack puts an auxiliary apparatus to
work, represented schematically in figure 5, which is adjusted by means
of the control knob 11 (fig. 2). Here any electrolyte whatever may be
employed, for instance, an anodic oxidation bath. One starts by placing
the switch 9 and the selection switch 12 on the positions “etching” and
“on,” respectively. The two lamps 8 and 13 light up and the pump oper-
ating during the polishing is disconnected from the circuit.

The polished, washed, and dried specimen is placed on the plate
(polished surface upward) which is connected to the positive pole. For
light specimens, it will be of advantage to replace this plate by a
strong clsmp which ensures a better electric contact.

V. Results

All light alloys tested on the Disa have given excellent results from
the viewpoint of micrographic examination. Table II gives the name, com-
position , and condition of the various specimens examined. It refers,
moreover, to the corresponding figures. We shall successively review each
of these alloys, specifying possible particulars which deserve to be
pointed out.

Commercial almi.num.- This metal is typed as 99.7 percent (principal
impurities iron and silicon). The specimen has been sectioned from a raw-
cast ingot.

Figure 6 shows that the structure contains elements of constituents
lined up on the intergrsnukr boundaries and of small spherules distributed
in the interior of the large grains. Under slight magnifications, these
circular elements give the ~ression of being micropits, or cavities, but
this impression disappears when the magnification is increased (figs. 7
and 9). One deals here actually with spherules of eutectic structure; it
is difficult to tie their presence evident after mechanical polishing;
however, P. Rocquet (22) has slready found them in certain commercial
aluminum polished electrolytically in an acetic-perchloric bath. It iS
generally accepted that these spherules are the ternary eutectic
A1-A14FeSi2-Si.

.
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It is gratifying to point out the absence of relief and of etching
around the spherules and the intergranular constituents; etching around
the grain boundaries is a rather frequent polishing defect in electro-
lytes concentrated in perchloric acid or consisting of mixtures of sul-
phuric and phosphoric acids.

Cast-aluminum - copper alloys.- We investigated the three alloys
with 8, 10, and 12 percent copper, all cast in a chill mold. The eutectic
A1-A12Cu is always perfectly dissolved and does not show any relief, what-

ever the magnification may be (figs. 10 and il.).

Moreover, the copper film which is frequently deposited during the
washing of the polished surfaces in the acetic-perchloric bath does not
appesr here.

Aluminum - copper (8 percent) - manganese (1 percent ) alloys.- The
addition of manganese causes a constituent A1-Cu-Mn to appear in the
structure of the small plates which likewise do not show any effect of
etching or of relief (fig. 12). As an exsmple, we have reproduced (fig. 13)
the micrograph of the same specimen obtained in a bath of two parts acetic
anhydride and one part perchloric acid
(1944) .

, considered satisfactory at the time
The comparison makes my commentary superfluous.
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Figures

6, 7, 8, 9

10
11

12

14

15

16, 17

18 to 29

II.- SPECIMENS FOLISHEDON THE DISA-ELECTROPOLTABLE

Name

Commercialaluminum

Cmnposition State

Raw-cast ingot0.3 percent of impuri-
ties (ironand
silicon)

Aluminum-copper
alloys (c.F.M.)

With 8 percentcopper
With 10 percentcopper
With 12 percentcopper

Cast in chill mold
Cast in chill mold
Cast in chill mold

Cast in chill moldWith 8 percent copper
and 1 percent
msmganese

Aluminum-copper-
manganese alloy
(c.F.M. )

Cu (1 percent) - Mg
(0.2 -0.4 percent) -
Si (0.25percent)-
Ti (0.15percent)

Cast in chill moldAllOY A1-Cu-Mg-Si
(C.F.M.)

Fortal (C.F.M.) Cu (4 percent)-
w (0.6percent)-
Si (0.5percent)

Welded

W1OYY (c.F.M.) Cu (4 percent)-
Ni (2 percent)-
Mg (1.5percent)-
Si (0.5percent)

Cast in chill mold

AG7 (T.L.H.) With 7 percent
magnesium

Continuous case
billet 1/2.
Cylindric con-
tainers hot-
drawn then cold-
formed

UP= (c.F.M.)

Zicral (French
aluminum )

T60 (T.L.H.)

With 13 percent silicon Refined ingot 30, 31, 32

33

34

A1-Zn-Mg (plus addition
of Cr)

Rolled angle
ions

A1-Zn-Mg (plus addition
of Cr)

Rolled sheet aged
6 years after
tempering

zn (5.6percent)-
Mg (2.5percent)-
Cu (1.6percent)-
Mn (0.2percent)-
Cr (0.3percent)

75 ST (AlcoaU.S.A.) Heat treated sheet 35

R.R. 58 (~sp~o-
Suiza)

Vival (C.F.M. )

A1-Cu-Ni-Mg-Fe-Si -Ti Blade forged
and hot
worked

37, 38, 39

40, 41, 42A1-Mg (1 percent) -

Mn (0.2 percent) -
Si (0.7 percent)

Welded, annealed.
Treated at
550°, aged at
1750
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Aluminum-copper magnesium-silicon alloys .- One of them contains, in
addition, 0.15 percent titanium. Electrolytic polishing reveals that the
insoluble constituents form a eutectic in the state “cast in chill mold”
(fig. 14) and are dispersedin small plates after welding (fig. 15). In
order to distinguish the character of these constituents, it would be
necessary to follow the polishing up with a suitable attack.

Alloy Y.- This alloy which contains chiefly copper, nickel, and
magnesium, polishes excellently in spite of the fineness of the elements
of the constituents (figs. 16 and 17). Here again a special attack with
conventional reagents would be required for identification of the various
constituents.

Aluminum - 7 percent magnesium alloys.- The micrographs here pre-
sented are extracted from a long investigation undertaken at the occasion
of an appraisal by experts of the causes of the explosion of containers
made of alloy AG7 containing air compressed under 200-kg pressuz-e and
exposed to marine atmosphere (30).

We intend to provide subsequently certain details regarding this
investigation to the extent that it touches upon the fundamental problem
of corrosion under tension. For the moment, we shall be content to give
examples of structmes observed on several specimens polished on the
Disa-Electropol.

Figures 18 and 19 are two micrographs taken at the same place in a
section of the billet used as basic material for the manufacture of the
cylindrical containers. The first shows the elements of the primary con-
stituent Al~g2 which are rather large and rather numerous in this

7-percent alloy. The second ’shows the interdendritic network rich in
magnesium which connects the fragments of the primary constituents by a
sort of bridge. On these two views, one will note the presence of black
spots which are porosities or more probably inclusions of oxide, frequent
in alloys relatively rich in magnesium.

The method of manufacturing the containers consists in hot spinning,
then cold forming of the rough shapes thus obtained. No special pre-
cautions have to be taken regarding the cooling off which follows the
hot working so that a small quantity of magnesium may leave the solid
solution in the form of precipitation which is preferably localized on
the grain boundaries. This aspect is visible on figwe 21. One will
note the extreme fineness of the elements of the precipitation and their
irregular distribution - a very important phenomenon to which we shall

return later.

Another interesting particular is the presence of rare intergranular
microcracks, associated or nonassociated with prmry constituents or
with some of the precipitate. Figme 20 shows such a crack. This defect

-—. .... —_. . . ____ ..



is in accordance with recent results of British authors which show that
cold deformation of an slloy with 7-percent magnesium, made sensitive
to corrosion under tension by tempering, may produce intergranular
cracking (23).

Since the reports of Iacombe and Beaujard, smodic oxidation has
become a very effective means of revealing the grain boundaries of an
A1-Mg alloy subjected to tempering. According to these authors, the
anodic oxidation attacks selectively the grain boundaries, even if the
optical microscope is not capable of revealing the slightest trace of
precipitation. Moreover, the grains themselves become visible owing to
the interference colors of the aluminum film since the optical charac-
teristics of the latter vary accorting to the orientation of the crystals
supporting it. Thus the various grains may be distinguished by examina-
tion in polarized light when their boundaries are not clearly defined
(figs. 22 and 23.11 Figure 24 shows , on the contrary, a continuous
intergranular system.

An acid attack (hydrofluoric acid diluted with 5.percent phosphoric
acid) reveals likewise the grain boundaries of the alloy that has been
tempered or cdoled off rather slowly from a high temperature (fig. 25).
In contrast, the alloy tempered in water starting from 46oc’does not show
an intergranular attack, either by anodic oxidation or by irmnersion in
the diluted hydrofluoric acid. Besides, for this case, electrolytic pol-
ishing does not make the irregular precipitate appear either; an example
has been given in figure 21.

The relationship between the exact character of the grain boundaries,
on one hand, and their visibility by electrolytic polishing, anodic oxida-
tion, or acid attack, on the other hand , seems to us very obscure. The
numerous investigators who have dealt with this question - because it i.s

of interest as an explanation of the phenomenon of corrosion under tension
of the aluminum-magnesium slloys - are unanimous in declaring that if the
micrographic structure of the specimen contains a continuous intergranular
system, ttis latter corresponds to a precipitate, likewise continuous, of
the constituent rich in magnesium. Their conclusion is based on micro-
graphic examinations of mechanically polished specimens which have then
been attacked by an acid solution (hydrofluoric or phosphoric). Actually,
this method of detection implies a genuine corrosion of the boundaries
since our own observations show that in the electrolytically polished state
these boundaries are sometimes discontinuous and become continuous only

after anodlc oxidation or acid attack. The fact that the electrolytic

llThe anodic oxidation is carried out in a solution of phosphoric

acid to which butylcellosolve has been added (1-06cm3 concentrated p04H3 -

40 cmj water - 40 cm3 butylcellosolve) under a voltage of 40 V. The
specimen is agitated by hand through the entire duration of electro-
antiysis (6 to 12 minutes).
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polishing reveals at the grain boundaries very small, clearly separated
segments would tend to prove that one deals here with a chemical hetero-
geneity shown by its rapidity of anodic dissolution which is different
from that of the solid solution, for the same reason for which the pol-
ishing directly makes the primary constituents appear cast. However,
the ordinary micrography neither confirms nor invalidates this interpre-
tation since, in fact, each small intergranular element must be of a size
below the resolution limit and, consequently, is not visible under its
normal form and size at the magnification 2,000. Whether the electron
microscope is capable of bringing us the desired proof - that we shall
see in another investigation in the near future.

If the aluminum-magnesium alloys are heated at high temperature and, ‘
consequently, do not show any precipitation (or, more exactly, trans-
formation) on the boundaries, it is very difficult to make these latter
appear. So far, the method of amodic oxidation producing differential
colorations of the aluminum film is the only possible one for evaluating
the grain size.

However, it is now possible to show the grains by utilizing the cir-
cuit etching of the Disa, according to the two methods of operation pre-
viously indicated. The first which consists in passing from “polishing”
to “etching” 2 or 3 seconds before the end of the normal duration of
polishing -produces a very slight etching of the grains without preferen-
tial attack on the boundaries, nor on the primary constituents either,
even when these boundaries are attachable by hydrofluoric acid or by
anodic oxidation. (See, for instance, fig. 28 which corresponds to the
cross section of a specimen the grain boundaries of which are nonhomo-
geneous. The exterior surface of that specimen is shown in fig. 21.)
Nevertheless, this first method of operation does not always give a per-
fectly uniform attack on the entire polished pattern.

The second method appears to be more interesting and would deserve
a systematic presentation which has not yet been made. Here, the pol-
ishing is terminated when the circuit is cut. One then passes at once
to “etching,” and one waits a few seconds until the circulation of elec-
trolysis has assumed its normal value. At this moment, one moves the
index of the timer 2 or 3 seconds ahead, and one closes the circuit.
With this method, the intergranular boundaries are always revealed, what-
ever the structural state of the alloy may be, but the aspect of the
attack is different as shown by comparison of the figures 26 and 27. It
is remarkable that the boundaries appear more heavily attacked precisely
in the case in which the alloy is heat treated, where they cannot be
detected by an acid attack; however, they do not appear perfectly con-
tinuous. On the contrary, with the alloy where the grain boundaries are
dissimilar, the results obtained with electrolytic attack is reasonably
identical with the results after an attack with hydrofluoric acid. (com-
pare, for instance, the figs. 25 and26.)

— I
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end with the alloy with 7-percent magnesium, we
graph (fig. 29) which is of particular interest because
obtained with the same electrolyte as the one used with
in a normal cell under a voltage of 60 v.12

43

give the micro-
it has been
the Disa, but

The difficulty lies in preventing a very considerable heating up of
the surface which may cause etchings or oxidations. Doubtlessly, an
energetic agitation would be necessary. For the micrograph of figure 29,
the electrolyte was stationary and the sample was agitated by hand.

Aluminum-silicon alloys.- Many metallograpbists believe that the
aluminum slloys containing a rather large amount of silicon, for instance
the cast alloy with 13 percent (alps.x,silumin), cannot be polished elec-
trolytically for micrographic examination; the silicon, being insoluble,
remains in relief while the solid solution surrounding it is more strongly
dissolved than elsewhere.

The results obtained with the polishing method of the S.N.C.A.S.O.
(electrolyte of Matte and David) the details of whichwe have given in
our book, already have shown that the eutectic A1-Si is perfectly dis-
solved on the polished surface. The Disa likewise furnishes very correct
results, permitting in particular, the verification of the degree of purity
in the presence of sodium. Figure 30 shows as an example a section where
large fra~ents of silicon subsist in the alloy. These fragments are seen
under higher magnification in figure 31 where one distinguishes moreover,
in the midst of the solid solution, two or three elements of a foreign
constituent, probably A12Cu. Finally the figure 32 corresponds to snother

portion in the same specimen, cut parallel to the first,

of 22 nnn; the eutectic is relatively fine, and at slight
massive particle of silicon is visible.

The Disa-Electropol seems therefore very useful for

but at a distance
magnification no

consistent cur-
rent control of the d~gree of dispersion of the silicon in the solid
solution, and for the detection of foreign elements. 13

‘The total intensity is higher than with the Disa, because of the
larger anodic surface exposed.

13Quite recently, the introduction of a special commutator (designed
to invert the direction of the current at a given moment during the elec-
trolysis) into the electric circuit of the Disa permitted E. Knuth
Winterfeldt to obtain remarkable micrographs of alloys rich in silicon (31).

Figure 45 (which is supplement 2 furnished NACA in May, 1954) gives an
example of a micrograph thus obtained concerning a cast alloy containing
12.85-percent Si - 0.51-percent Fe - 0.38-percent ~. Comparison of this
figure with the figures 30, 31 and 32 shows the considerable improvement
in the results.
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Aluminum-zinc-magnesium-type alloys of high strength .- These alloys
have ‘ueenstudied for a long time in the United States, in Great Britain,
and in France. In our country, research has led to two commercial alloys,
Zicral (of French aluminum) and T60 (from the Wire Mills and Rolling Mills
du Hame). In America, Alcoa manufactures the alloy 7’3S (5.6-percent Zn,
2.5-Percent ~, 1.6-percent CU, 0.2-percent Mn, and 0.3-percent Cr), and
English aeronautical construction is interested in the alloy D.T.D. 693
which contains as the principal elements 6-percent Zn, 3-percent Mg, and
l-percent Cu.

The corrosion under tension of this type of alloys has posed problems
which have retarded their practical utilization for a long time. These
problems now appear to be solved.

In order to diminish the tendency toward corrosion under tension,
certain elements sre added to the A1-Zn-Mg alloy, among them chromium
which is introduced from a concentrated parent alloy.

The micrographic examination of the Zicral produced about 1946, 1947,
and of the alloy T60 (rolled sheet, heat treated at 470° on April 13, 1944
and aged under atmospheric conditions until the date of the examination,
July 1950) reveals the presence of fragments of the constituent rich in
chromium . These fragments sre slightly less large but more abundsmt in
T60 than in Zicral, as indicated in the two figues 33 and 34. The con-
stituent rich in chromium appesrs in the form of small plates with very
rectilinear contours; the largest sre more or less fissured, without any
relief with regard to the solid solution.

For comparison, figure 35 shows the surface structure of a sheet of
the American alloy 75S which has been heat treated. The plates of con-
stituents rich in chromium are present here also but they me very infre-
quent and of extremely reduced size.

Without any doubt, the abundance and dimensions of the constituent
A1-Cr explain the bad performances (under fatigue, for instance) of the
Zicral and the brittleness of the T60 (the sheet breaks at the first
attempt of bending) possessing the structure shown in the micrographs
supplementing this report.

Since the time when these specimens were prepared, manufacturing
methods have been greatly improved, and from the micrographic viewpoint
the French alloys are perfectly comparable to the American alloy 75S.

~loyR.R. 38.- The alloys of the type RR (or hiduminium), produced
by the English company High Duty Alloys, Ltd., are light alloys containing

0.5-to 5-percent copper, 0.2-to 1.5-percent nickel, O.1-to >-percent ~g_
nesium, ().6-to 1.5–percent iron, 0.2-to 5-percent silicon, and a little
titamium (up to 0.5 percent).
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The RR 58 has been especially designed for the manufacture (by
forging and hot extending of the blades of the air compressors for modern
turboreactors. The micrographic structure of one of these blades has
been investigated, and this case constitutes a very good example for the
possibilities for the-nondestructive examination of manufactured ssmples
offered by the Disa-Electropol.

It is actually possible to locally polish the desired area, provided
the latter can be placed on the stage of the microscope. The flat portion
polished in two adjacent places 1 and 2 (fig. 36) was selected. The fig-
ures 37, 38, and 39 show the very good solution of the constituents under
all.magnifications. The presence of a system forming a sort of “veining”
in certain large grains is particularly interesting since this aspect
seems to indicate a state of polygonization rendered visible owing to the
precipitation of a very fine constituent on the subboundaries. We intend
to determine this structure exactly by making a micrograph by means of
the electron microscope.lk

Alloy “Vival”.- This alloy manufactured by the Ccnnpagnie Francaise
des Me’taux contai%s l–percent magnesium, 0.2-percent manganese, and
0.7-percent silicon.

Its structure, in welded state (fig. 40), shows constituents in the
forms of small plates of a light color, and others less regular and darker,

probably rich in silicon.

In the same alloy treated 20 minutes at 550° and then 2 hours at
175°, the light-colored constituents are less numerous and of smaller size;
Observation under high magnifications (fig. 41) indicates clearly that
they are in the state of solution. The grain boundaries are invisible in
case of polished condition and appear only after hydrofluoric attack
(fig. 42).

VI. Conclusions

The examples given here, selected from the most typical light alloys,
show the quality of the micrographs obtained with the automatic apparatus
Disa-Electropol. With this new method, the main objection raised so far
against electrolytic polishing of heterogeneous aluminum alloys, nsmely,
the exaggerated attack of certain constituents, is no longer tenable.
One must concede that the acetic-perchloric electrolyte sometimes yields
equivalent results, but this requires special precautions hardly compatible
with the requirements of a control laboratory.

14Our specimens, examined by X-rays by A. Guinier, did not show the
typical indications of polygonization. Doubtlessly the method is here
insufficient because of the smallness of the polygonized domains.
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The possibilities offered by the Disa concerning the electrolytic
attack d-so constitute a valuable asset; systematic investigation of this
advantage still has to be carried out , chiefly regarding demonstration of
the grains; with light alloys, this leads sometimes to problems which are
hard to solve.

VII. Appendix - Case of Electromicrographies

So far, oux study has been limited to ordinary micrography, that is,
to maximum magnifications of 2,000 to 2,500 diameters. The domain of
electromicrography has not yet been entered.

The excellent results obtained with the optical microscope cannot be
extended a priori to the domain of electromicrography. The greatest
advantage of the electron microscope lies in the possibility of observa-
tion of ultra-fine structures, corresponding for instance to the beginnings
of precipitation during tempering of supersaturated solid solutions. To
get these structures clearly revealed, the base of the solid solution must
be very well polished on a submicroscopic scale. As experience has shown,
the electrolytes rich in perchloric acid generally permit obtaining a pol-
ish of this quality but we do not know whether the medium used with the
Disa and the conditions of electrolysis which are peculiar to the appa-
ratus will allow us to arrive at the same result. The test is worth a
trial, but personally we would feel inclined toward answering in the nega-
tive. This opinion is based on certain observations published in the
technical literature or set forth in private discussions.

We sllude especially to the structures described by Geach and again
found, besides, in high-purity aluminum by other specialists of electro-
micrography (24). The appearance (striations, cells, etc.) of the alumi-
num replicas appear to indicate a micro-attack on the metal, but one does
not know yet whether this attack is characteristic of the electrolytically
polished surface or whether it develops in the course of formation of the
replica itself. In any case, it seems definitely demonstrated that appear-
ances are characteristic of the metal base since they change from one side
of a grain boundary to the other.

According to Geach (25), for the same type of aluminum electrolyti-
cally polished under the same conditions, the replica does or does not
present the substructure according to the conditions of the anodic oxida-
tion. Thus the cause would not lie in the method of polishing. Uru?ortu-
nately, other experimenters sometimes find a substructure of the film,
even with the conditions of polishing on one hand, and of the oxidation
on the other apparently remaining identical in all cases.

In our opinion, this problem of the substructure revealed by the
electron examination of the replicas has not yet been solved. The rea-

sons for that are the following:
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(1) The different appearances observed have not necessarily the
same cause.

(2) For a certain technique of electrolytic polishing, minute modi-
fication of the “conditions (the–-sirrfacetemperature, for instance, the
duration of polishing, the age of the bath, etc.) may lead to an excellent
polish or to a micro-attack not apparent under the ordinary magnifications,
but detected by the replicas.

(3) An anodic oxidationis possible, either in the polishing bath
or in the course of the final washing. The structure of this sublayer,
more or less thin, on which the actual replica is going to form, intro-

duces therefore an extraneous factor which is, by the way, difficult to
control.

(4) It is known that the methodof electrolytic polishing has a
great influence on the chemical character of the obtained surface. As
we have said before, the electrolytes with a base of phosphoric acid or
of nitric acid lead with certainty to a polished but oxidized surface.
The thickness, and perhaps also the structure, of the aluminum layer can
be controlled only with difficulty in case of rich electrolytes. It iS
the presence of this layer which doubtlessly explains why certain authors
have not been able to use the technique of Lacombe’s etch figures on
ultra-high-purity aluminum electrolytically polished in a phosphoric
medium.

(5) At the present state of techniques, the electrolyte consisting

of one part of concentrated perchloric acid and two parts of acetic anhy-

dride seems best adapted to producing nonoxidized aluminum surfaces.

Nevertheless, the possibility of oxidation is not excluded even in this

case (effect of the temperature, of the age of the bathj of the density

of the current, etc.). Certain authors have pointed out this possibility

in the course of their research regarding the potential of dissolution or

the formation of etch figures, but, to our knowledge, not one of them has

indicated the exact conditions which permit avoiding it.

(6) The conditions for production of the replicas by anodic oxida-
tion may be very well defined but only to the extent to which the physi-
cal chemical characteristics of the surface of the metal themselves are
defined and reproducible. For instance, the amount of the initial cur-

rent will not be the sane for a perfectly bare surface as for a surface
already partially oxidized.

(7) Electrolfiic polishing of the surface of the specimen is almost
always carried out after a mechanical preparation involving abrasion.
Demonstration of the effects of this abrasion on the structure is tiffi-
cult, perhaps because they are minute and concern only a slender layer
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below the surface, or perhaps rather because we have not yet an appro.
priate reagent at our disposal such as exists for other metals and alloys.
It is possible that the anodic oxidation constitutes precisely such a rea-
gent in the structural roughness at the magnification of the electron
microscope.

This enumeration of the possible causes for the substructure from
replicas suggests systematic investigations the results of which will
permit an improvement in the quality of the images and for that very rea-
son an extension of the possibilities for electron micrography for the
understanding of the structure of aluminum and of light alloys. The case
of the specimens prepared with the Disa-Electropol deserves particular
attention because the conditions for functioning of this apparatus are
more readily controllable.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The employment of electrolytic polishing in the preparation of test
specimens intended for special investigations and for micrography has
greatly developed during the last 3 years for aluminum and its alloys.
It has indeed become an exception for research in this domain not to
resort at some stage to this preparation, the manifold advantages of which
are too well known to have to be recalled.

Nevertheless, the metallographist should not lose sight of the sec-
ondary effects of electrolytic polishing, quite especially heating up and
anodic oxidation. From this point of view, the various techniques of
electrolysis utilized in laboratories are not equivalent. Thus it cannot
be a matter of unconcern whether to employ one or the other, assuming the
polishing effect as one can appreciate it with the naked eye or under the
microscope, to be the same.

Heating up interferes when the structure or texture of deformation
of high-purity aluminum is to be investigated. Heating may also modify
the electron micrography of alloys with structural hardening although in
general this effect will be little marked, owing to the short duration
of the electrolysis.

It was believed for a long time that no single method existed which
would permit to electropolish aluminum of whatever grade purity, and all
its alloys.

The systematic tests we have undertaken with the commercial apparatus
Disa-Electropol seem to indicate that such a method does exist now. Actu-
ally, it is now applicable OnlY to ordinary micrographic investigations.
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Extension to electron micrography will have to form the object of special
research. Already we know that the Di.sa-Electropol does not permit the
preparation of surfaces larger than 1 cm2; thus the other procedures
remain of interest. The most general method, that is, the one which is
suitable for any shapes and surfaces, for materials of various composition,
is doubtlessly the one which employs the perchloric-acid - acetic-anhydride
electrolyte. This method has, moreover, the advantage of polishing with-
out causing an oxide layer thick enough to be harmful. Also, ‘the low value
of the current limits the heating up of the surface.

On the whole, the progress of electrolytic polishing in the domaifi
of light metals and alloys has been substantial, as much as regards tech-
niques as also applications at the laboratory. Nevertheless, it is desir-
able that both be further perfected. We want to point out quite particu-
larly the achievement of u.ltrathinning, already begun in the United States,
and the study of the problem of intergranular corrosion for which the
combined use of electrolytic polishing and various methods of investiga-
tion - including the electronic probe of Castaing (32) - will perhaps
permit us to understand at last the nature of the processes employed.

Translated by Mary L. Mahler
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics
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O.SO-mm
‘3.18 mm’ platinum wire

Small cap
a u

3,18- mm metallic
specimen in sha --Body of support

of disk

A. SuppOrt Of specimen (in “Teflon”)

1. Initial profile of disk (thickness 0.13 mm)

2. First surface electrolytically polished on the support

3. Disk is turned and the second surface is polished

4. Stage at which the thinning is stopped

5. Front view of the specimen at stage 4 showing the pits

B. Stagesof thinning. (Taken fromR. E. Heidenreich, Electron microscope
and diffraction study of metal crystal texture by means of thin
section, Journal Applied Physics, 20, 1949, P. 993.)

Figure 1.- Thinning-down ofthe specimens for electromicrography and
diffraction.
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Basin receiving overflow of electrolyte

Block support of specimen

Specimen placed on the block support

Electric spring contact

Timer O to 60 seconds, automatically cutting the current

Measuring apparatus graduated in volts and in amperes

Voltage-amperage switch

Control lamp indicating closing of the circuit

Interrupter and polishing switch

Potentiometer control button

Receptacle for plug for auxiliary etching device (see fig. 5)

Interrupter for auxiliary etching

Control lamp indicating comection of the device for
auxiliary etching to the circuit

Beaker containing the electrol~e

Circulation pump for the electrolyte

Adjusting button for the pump regulating”the circulation
speed of the electrolyte

Figure 2- Disa-Electropol.
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Anode< ~Specimen PI
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for overflow

of electrolyte ?0/ Amp ~ Volt

150V I ~ 15V

Mishing Attack
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Figure 3.- Construction scheme of the Disa-Electropol.
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Figure 4.- The three models of sample support placed on the block 2
(fig.2).

\

Clamp cathode

Plug shown in I{, fig. 2

Anode

Figure 5.- Auxiliary device for anodic attackon the polished specimens.
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99.7 percent aluminum containing Fe and Si; rough-cast.
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Figure 6.- Insolubleimpurities on the boundaries and
eutecticA1-A14FeSi2-Si. X160.
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99.7 PerCent aluminum containing Fe and Si; rough-cast.
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Figure 7.- Spherules 1 and 2 of figure6. X630.
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99.7 percent aluminum containing Fe and Si; rough-cast.

Figure 8.- Constituentsin the grain boundaries. X2000.

99.7 Percent al~in~ containing Fe and Si; rough-cast.

.$6-4
.-”

Figure 9.- Spherule 2 offigure 7. X2000.
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Figure 10.- Alloy Al -Cu (10 percent) chill-cast.PolishingDisa -
45 volts -20 seconds. X400.

Figure 11.- Alloy Al -Cu (12 percent)chill-cast.PolishingDisa -
45 volts -20 seconds. X160.



Mloy KL-CU (8 percent) - Mn (1 percent); rough-casting.

.
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Figure 12.- Poli.shingDisa-Electropol 40 volts -20 seconds. X630.

Figure 13.- Polishingin acetic-perchloricbath (onepart perchloricacid -
two parts aceticanhydride)25 volts -2 minutes. Note thatthe relief
ofthe constituentsis much more marked than on the same alloywhen
~nli q’-~~ ~Ititb the Disa. x600.
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Figure 14.- Alloy aluminum-copper (4 percent) - magnesium (0.2‘0.4

percent) - silicon(O.25 percent) - titanium (O.15 percent). Chill-cast
state. X400.
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Figure 15.- Alloy “Fortal” aluminum-copper (4percent) - magnesium
(0.6percent) -silicon (0.50percent). Welded condition.X1OOO.



Alloy Y chill-cast almin~-copper (L percent) - nickel (2 percent) -

magnesium (1.5 percent) _ silicon (0.5 percent).
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Figure 16.- X400. Figure 17.- X1OOO.
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Alloy aluminum-magnesium (7 percent).

.

.%’ .’.
Figure 18.- Continuous billetrolledto 1/2. Sectionnormal to the

axis. Layout of the constituents.Xl 60.

Alloy aluminum-magnesium (7 percent).

Figure 19.- Same specimen and same fieldas figure 18. Layout of the

interdendriticpatternof heterogeneous solidsolutioncontainingthe
constituents. X160.



Alloy aluminum-magnesium (7 percent).

,

Figure 20.- Exterior surface of a cylindricalcontainer obtainedby
hot-drawing and cold-forming of a disk taken from the billet
figure 18. Intergranularfissurein relationto primary constituents
(bottom,at right)and a precipitate(top,at left).X2000.

Alloy aluminum-magnesium (7 percent) .
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Figure 21.- Exterior surface of another container similar to the one
in figure20. Discontinuous attackon the grain boundaries
(precipitate?) and primary constituents. X2000.
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Specimens
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NACA TM 1384

Alloy aluminum-magnesium (7 percent).

taken from the bodies of various containers.

Figure 22.- Section of the wall, polished, then anodically oxidized for

10 minutes. Photograph taken in normal light. The network of grain

boundaries is discontinuoLls. X160.

Alloy aluminum-magnesium (7 percent).
Specimens taken from the bodies of various containers.

Figure 23.- Same specimen and same fieldas figure 22. Photograph
taken in polarized light.The grains are revealed by the film of
oxide. Xl GO.
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Alloy aluminum-magnesium (7 percent).

Specimens tsken from the bodies of various containers.

Figure 24.- Specimen from another container, treated under the same
conditions as those infi~we 22. Here the network of grain boundaries
is very continuous. X160.

Alloy aluminum-magnesium (7 percent).

Specimens taken from the bodies of various containers.
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Figure 25.- Specimen from another containertreated 16 hours at 160°.
Attack 20 seconds in dilutedHF. (With the same attack,the network
ofgrain boundaries was invisiblebefore the heat treatment.) Xl 60.
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Alloy aluminum-magnesim (7 percent).

Specimens taken from the bodies of various cylindric containers.

Figure 26.- Exterior surface. Specimen of figure 21. Attack Disa
(method no. 2). The anodicoxidation or attack with diluted HF reveal
equallY the intergranular boundaries. X160.

Alloy aluminum-magnesim (7 percent).

Specimens taken from the bodies of various cylindric containers.

Figure 27.- Exterior surface. Specimen heated at4600. Attack Disa
(method no. 2). Neither anodicoxidation nor attack with diluted HF
reveal the intergranular boundaries which are made evident by the
Disa attack but appear less continuous than those of the specimenin
figure 26. X160.
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Alloy aluminum-magnesium (7 percent).
Specimens taken from the bodies of various cylindric containers.

Figure 28.- Section normal to the surfaces of the wall. Specimenof
figure 26 -attack Disa (method no. 1). Slight etching of the grains
without attack on their boundaries and without pits. X160.
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Alloy aluminum-magnesium (7 percent).
Specimens taken from the bodies of various cylindric containers.
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Figure 29. - Section of a specimen subjected to the mercury test, then
heated 16 hours at 160°. Intergranular fissures (indicated by the
arrows). X400.

Alloy refined “Alpax” (aluminum-silicon 13 percent) taken
from the crucible immediately after refining.

Figure 30.- Region of incomplete refining (remainder of large fragments
of silicon). X400.
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Alloy refined “Alpax” (aluminum-silicon 13 percent) taken
from the crucible immediately after refining.

Figure 31.- Specimen of figure 30. Large fragments of silicon and
constituents in small plates (Alp Cu?). X2000.

Alloy refined “Alpax” (aluminum-silicon 13 percent) taken

from the crucible immediately after refining.

Figure 32.- Eutectic A1-Siin a region where the structure is better
refined. X2000.
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Aluminum-zinc-magnesium type alloys of high resistance.

Figure 33. - Alloy “Zicral” of the Aluminum Franqais (rnantiacture 1946
or 1947). Angle iron. Large constituents rich in chromium. X160.

Aluminum-zinc -magnesium type alloys of high resistance.

Figure 34. - Alloy T60 of the T.L.H. (manufacture 1944). Sheet metal
plate. Polishing followed by attack Disa (method no. 1), leaving non-
attacked the large constituents rich in chromium. Xl 60.
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Aluminum-zinc-magnesium type alloys of high resistance.
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Figure 35. - American alloy 75ST - sheet -
much smaller and less numerous than in
X1OOO.
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constituents rich in chromium
the alloys of figures 33 and 34.
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Figure 36. - Blade of forged and hot worked alloy RR 58 for the air
compressor of the turboreactor Nene (manufacture Hispano Suiza).
Examination of the plane section by local electrolytic polishing
(1: square of 8-mm side; 2: circle of 5-mm diameter). XO. 63.
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‘igUre 37.

egion 1,figure36.
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‘ig~e 38, -
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rh, . ,,. O %&Specimen of fig~e 37, ~ t

o e the intergr~tiar network con-

taining precipitate and corresponding doubtlessly to polygonization
bowdaries. X630.
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Figure 39. - Specimen of figure 37. Grain boundaries containing a more
or less continuous precipitate. X2500.

Alloy “Vival”

(0.2

aluminun-magnesium

percent) - silicon

9 %’

(1 percent) - manganese

(0.7 percent) .

r
9

.
b

Figure 40. - Welded, annealed state. X1OOO.
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Alloy “Vival” aluminum-magnesium (1 percent) - manganese

(O. 2 percent) - silicon (0.7 percent).

Figure 41. - Welded state. Heat treated 20 minutes at 550°, then 2 hours
at 175°. Constituents in the process of dissolution. X2000.
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Alloy “Vival” aluminum-magnesium
(O. 2 percent) - silicon

“w
b P ●

.

(1 percent) - manganese

(O. 7 percent).
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Figure 42. - Specimen of figure 41. Attack with diluted HF w’hich makes
the grain boundaries appear. One boundary is indicated by the arrows
and 2. The arrows 3 and 4 indicate two small constituents on this
boundary. X160.
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Figure 43,- Alloy Al -Cu 4 percent,tempered 60 hours at 200° C.
Direct examination by electronmicroscope of a sectionreduced by
electrolyticalpolishing. X20 ,000.

Figure 44. - Same alloy as in figure 43. Direct examination by electron
microscope of a section reduced by electrolfiical polishing, then by
ion bombardment. X33,000.
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Figure 45. - Alloy containing 12.85 percent Si -0.51 percent Fe -
0.38 percent Mn. Polishing on Disa Electropol with periodic
inversion of the direction of the current (according to E. Knuth -
Winterfeldt). X400.

NACA - Langley FleI,j, v.
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